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Following more than a decade of extraordinary developments in cancer research — from molecular mechanisms to clinical care to new enabling technologies — we are poised to deliver a much more personalized form of cancer treatment and care to our patients. In 2013, we made tremendous progress in both fine-tuning diagnosis and treatment strategies to the unique molecular make-up of an increasing number of patients, as well as key advancements in our understanding of basic cancer biology and the approval of new tailored therapies. While these efforts span basic, translational and clinical research, they share one unified goal: to outsmart the camouflage and trickery employed by this despicable disease that too often allows it to go undetected, dodge powerful anti-cancer therapeutics, and spread its havoc.

We still have a very long road to travel if we are to conquer cancer. To succeed, we simply must raise the bar and set our ambitions higher than ever. By furthering research, implementing new tools and building integrative platforms, combining our strengths and overcoming current obstacles en force, I believe we can outwit cancer, jump several moves ahead in what can be considered as a biomedical game of chess. This undertaking is undeniably challenging, but, to paraphrase Albert Einstein, in the middle of every challenge lies opportunity.

Considering the developments over the past year, we have good reason to be optimistic.

**PDX and optimal preclinical study design**

A critical asset in our translational model is our direct access to cancer patients — only possible because of our privileged location within the heart of the Vall d’Hebron University Hospital. This helps us excel in translating research findings for the benefit of patients in record time. It also reduces the risk of costly failures at clinical level, as only a small proportion of initially promising drug candidates ultimately make their way through the clinic and gain approval.

In order to accelerate the development of potent new targeted cancer therapies, our researchers carry out a host of preclinical studies, testing potential agents in combinations as well as rigorously assessing mechanisms of resistance. The goal is to predict success in the clinic and lessen the attrition of new drug entities as they progress through the development pipeline into the clinic. A vital tool in our armory is the development of patient-derived tumor xenograft (PDX) mouse models that faithfully recapitulate cancer. These models help us understand the nuances of tumor development and shape the
design of subsequent clinical studies and therapeutic strategies.

Importantly, 2013 marked the launch of a collaboration between VHIO and 14 cancer centers across 9 European countries, called the EuroPDX European Consortium: *Translating Knowledge in Oncology*. This consortium connects research entities of excellence that are developing clinically relevant PDX cancer models, helping to share key findings on promising therapeutics as well as carry out multi-center preclinical studies.

**Teaching anticancer agents new tricks**

In our efforts to optimize the appropriate drug at the right dose for each individual patients, we are beginning to reap rewards from clinical studies, building on preclinical studies on novel combination therapies, in larger cohorts of patients. In parallel, we are also seeking out new applications for available chemotherapeutics. The high-throughput screening of previously FDA-approved agents can identify therapeutics that could be rapidly moved to the clinic for new applications.

This so-called ‘drug repurposing’ could accelerate the development of alternative therapies for cancers that notoriously fail to respond to standard therapies. Furthermore, as we already know a huge amount about any adverse effects, these repurposed compounds are naturally more quickly fit for purpose than their novel, unproven counterparts.

In the Fall of 2013, replacing the European Union Framework Programmes, *Horizon 2020* was implemented with the emphasis on frontier and interdisciplinary research. One of the initial topics favors novel studies and clinical approaches supporting the optimization of available therapies, specifically drug repurposing. This represents further opportunity for VHIO to advance current efforts in this arena.

**Cancer immunotherapy: a dynamic contender in dismantling cancer's armory**

Despite its great promise, the battle to establish immunotherapy as a legitimate cancer therapeutic agent has been messy. There have been several casualties along the way -- failed vaccines, small companies and even careers along a roller coaster of promise and disappointment. Excitement surrounding early phase trial successes has generally evaporated in quick and cruel succession by disappointing and costly failures in late-stage clinical trials.

Thanks to the remarkable dedication of the pioneers and other researchers in this field, we have a new suite of cancer vaccines and promising novel experimental therapies in the pipeline. The new momentum in cancer immunotherapy is incredibly exciting for preclinical and clinical researchers – maybe even game-changing. Apparently the editors of the prestigious journal *Science* agree: it ranked cancer immunotherapy as number one in its *Top 10 Breakthroughs of 2013*. We are seeing that immunological strategies really work and should impact the way we treat cancer in the future -- using novel immune agents as mono therapy or in combination, depending on the patient’s tumor.

Looking ahead, we eagerly anticipate the application and extension of immunotherapies to more tumor types, as well as combining powerful immunotherapeutic agents with the current cornerstones of cancer -- chemotherapy and radiation. We will also need to better understand the cellular and molecular mechanisms modulating immune response to cancer as well as learn from the outcomes of current and future trials.

At VHIO, we have initiated a campaign to attract principal investigators in cancer immunology and immunotherapy to implement and lead novel research focused on areas such as immuno-oncology, the tumor microenvironment, and the development of immune-based personalized therapeutics. I fully expect that VHIO’s multidisciplinary cancer teams will feature new expertise in cancer immune-therapeutics in the year to come.

**Oncogenomics data goes ‘inter’**

Spurred by remarkable developments in DNA sequencing technology that have brought us to the brink of the “$1,000 genome,” whole-genome sequencing for precision oncology has been heralded as a trail blazer in cancer research and is already benefiting patients in clinical practice. By sequencing panels of genes or entire genomes in cancer patients, we are now better equipped than ever before to identify specific molecular risk factors and gauge the potential efficacy of specific agents for individual patients.

Despite such progress, we have not yet solved how to harness and store the overwhelming wealth of data generated through oncogenomics. How can we empower researchers and clinicians to exploit this trove of biological knowledge and clinical data? And how can these insights become truly integrated into mainstream healthcare?

To help resolve these challenges, we have been engineering new medically-driven platforms that will ultimately advance precision medicine in oncology by delivering exploitable omics data – genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics and more -- to potential end-users. Our
multidisciplinary team of experienced bioinformaticians, experimental and clinical scientists, seeks to design and assess integrative bioinformatics applications, building a platform for the sustainable exploitation of these tools and services for the benefit of patients.

**Trial design: efficacy, effectiveness in real time**

There is much debate surrounding ways we can improve the design of clinical trials, balancing speed and safety with real-time assessment of data and making fluid adjustments in dosage and treatment as needed. We are excited to drive advances in clinical trial design, to complement the innovation we are seeing at the bench and in our translational research.

During 2013, VHIO has participated in a number of innovative clinical trials in conjunction with centers around the world. While we continue to work closely with industry, we are committed to leading novel academic trials of excellence, supported through public funding.

One such example is the WINThER (WINTherapeutics) trial, promoted within the scope of the Worldwide Innovative Networking in personalized cancer medicine (WIN) Consortium (supported through a European Union Framework Program 7 grant). This exquisite trial investigates DNA and RNA from dual biopsies of tumor and matched normal tissue for each patient. The gene data are examined by advanced bioinformatics tools to provide a predictive efficacy score for potential drugs for each patient. WINThER is an exciting response to the call from oncologists for a more aggressive, speedy application of personalized therapy to larger populations of patients.

Another promising partnership is our role in the POSEIDON metastatic breast cancer trial, which investigates a novel PI3K inhibitor. Launched this year (supported by the RATHER and EurocanPlatform consortia in collaboration with Genentech), we are joined by the Netherlands Cancer Institute (NKI, Amsterdam), Cambridge University Hospitals and Cancer Research UK Cambridge Institute. The POSEIDON trial represents Genentech’s first ever investigator-led multi-national study in Europe.

In a similar vein, we are trying to improve our understanding of the distinct molecular subtypes in colorectal cancer, which have different biological hallmarks and -- not surprisingly -- varying responses to therapy. The COLThERES project funded by the European Commission’s 7th Framework Programme, is a consortium incorporating European clinical research centers of excellence including VHIO. 2013 has marked notable progress in identifying and validating a number of gene signatures that may be used to establish distinct molecular subgroups of CRC patients. These results have led to the design of various novel clinical trials which are currently enrolling patients with a poor prognosis. This project represents an academically led success story.

**Locking the shackles on metastatic spread**

For treatment-resistant cancers with a desperately poor prognosis, such as those driven by mutations in the Ras gene (including colon, lung, and pancreatic cancer), we must continue to unmask more specific genomic links as well as study new approaches in treating these patients.

We must also maintain our efforts aimed at checking the mechanisms that cancer cells use to spread and establish metastatic offshoots. Urgent research is still required to counteract and halt tumor cell spread factors with targeted therapies designed with a 'Rolls Royce' sophistication combined with a finale roar of a Ferrari!

Many studies have shown that the shotgun approach often leads to regression of disease, with a more fast and furious return than the original cancer.

At the research level, we need to get much smarter at tracking down circulating tumor cells that drive metastasis. The early detection of these sinister cells is imperative. Sophisticated nanotechnologies are already promising the quantification of biomarkers expressed on cancer cells which will help us to distinguish between the devil cancer cells and the deep-blue sea of healthy cells.

We are now upon the eve of moving into our new home, the CELLEX building. By bringing all our preclinical, translational and clinical research teams under the same roof, for an even faster exchange of ideas and results, we will undoubtedly be better equipped to spur this vital future research into paralyzing metastatic activity that currently threatens the lives of countless cancer patients every year. One patient is one too many.

At VHIO, we determinedly translate current challenges in winning the war on cancer into opportunities towards victory.

Josep Tabernero
Director
The Vall d’Hebron Institute of Oncology (VHIO)
WHO WE ARE AND WHAT WE DO

VHIO’s Organigram 2013

In order to translate research findings for the benefit of patients in record time, VHIO adopts a purely translational, multidisciplinary research model. Organized into four main programs – Preclinical, Translational, Clinical, and Core Technologies, our research focuses on understanding the fundamental biology of human cancer, from cellular and molecular biology and genetics through to therapeutics.

Its optimal organizational structure allows VHIO to relentlessly tackle the many unresolved questions in ultimately outsmarting the multifaceted, heterogeneous and complex disease that is cancer:
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VHIO’s direct access to cancer patients: a critical asset in VHIO’s purely translational research model

At the preclinical, translational and clinical research levels VHIO continues to drive key advancements in cancer science and medicine (see pages 81 - 87 for our full list of publications in 2013, and an overview of Scientific Productivity as well as selected articles on pages 13 - 15). Our research endeavors largely benefit from VHIO’s privileged location within the heart of the Vall d’Hebron University Hospital, affording direct access to patients as well as the entire spectrum on oncology patients who care for them. Organized into multidisciplinary integrated teams, our researchers can closely collaborate and interact with Vall d’Hebron physician-scientists. Translational science and clinical research are therefore tightly connected, accelerating the bench-bedside-bed cycle of knowledge.

A LITTLE OF HOW WE DID IT IN 2013

Oncogenomics at VHIO: accelerating discovery translating to cures

At the heart of VHIO’s research activities lies our suite of cutting-edge core technology platforms which enable us to apply next-generation whole-genome sequencing for precision oncology. By sequencing panels of genes or entire genomes in cancer patients, we are now better equipped than ever before to identify specific molecular risk factors and gauge the potential efficacy of specific agents for individual patients. In parallel, these technologies immensely benefit and accelerate the research efforts of our preclinical, translational and clinical scientists, including the identification of mechanisms of resistance to targeted therapies, the study of clonal populations, as well as defining novel therapeutic opportunities based on mutation profiles.

Our Cancer Genomics Group (see pages 60 - 61 of this report), equipped with a genotyping platform (MassARRAY sequenom) and two NextGen sequencers: MiSeq and HiSeq2500, Illumina, provides a pre-screening program of mutations in patients who are candidates for our portfolio of phase I clinical trials (please refer to our Research Unit for Molecular Therapy of Cancer (UITM) – “la Caixa” for more information, pages 74 - 75).

The molecular profile of each patient indicates his/her suitability for inclusion in a given clinical trial aimed at testing the usefulness of novel targeted therapies, such as PIK3CA, AKT1, BRAF or MEK inhibitors. These endeavors are not only revolutionizing tumor classification but also increasingly impacting on how cancer treatment decisions are made.

As a reflection of our commitment to excellence, one key development in 2013 has been obtaining ISO 15189:2007 certification for both our Cancer Genomics and Molecular Oncology Groups (pages 62 - 63). VHIO has consequently become one of the first research institutes in Spain to meet this standard, demonstrating its technical competencies, level of quality, standardization, validation of processes and staff training. Such accreditation is highly valued by the companies and institutions that seek to collaborate with us – in recognition that quality is key to competitiveness.

Incorporated only last year, our Translational Genomics Group (pages 66 - 67) has successfully implemented the technology, equipment and protocols to facilitate gene expression data in both the nCounter Nanostring and RNAseq platforms. Concerning the former, incidentally ranking 4th in The Scientist’s Top 10 Innovations for 2013, the group is one of the first to provide this commercial assay in Europe. Using this assay, the group has this year shown that HER2+ breast cancer can be classified into four different subtypes, one of which demonstrates both a greater response to and increased benefit from chemotherapy and anti-HER2 therapy. Such newly, refined classification of different tumor subtypes will ultimately facilitate more effective treatment tailored to a specific tumor as well as advance targeted therapy against HER2+ breast cancer.

By bringing more detailed prognostics directly to the clinical setting, and further developing and validating the next generation of tests, VHIO will significantly contribute
Clinical Trials at VHIO: driving drug development and targeted therapies against cancer

VHIO has increasingly established itself as a leading reference in drug discovery from concept to clinic:

• Research Unit for Molecular Therapies of Cancer (UITM) “la Caixa”: fighting cancer’s biology, one patient at a time

Directed by Josep Tabernero, under the clinical coordination of Jordi Rodón, the Research Unit for Molecular Therapy of Cancer (UITM) - “la Caixa” was inaugurated in June 2010 thanks to the support received from the Welfare Projects Division of “la Caixa” Foundation in order to develop new drugs based on the molecular profile of each tumor and optimize treatment regimes using combinations of new drugs with existing ones.

This Unit, a pioneering project at national level, also benefits from the same privileged environment enjoyed by VHIO; located in the patient care environment of the Vall d’Hebron University Hospital and set within the research context. This excellent bridging and tight connectivity between health care and research enables us to establish new treatment models for patients with highly selective drugs, expanding the knowledge of tumor diseases and how to treat them in an individualized way - getting the right drug to the right patient at the right time.

In the space of just three years since it was inaugurated, among many other successes, through the research carried out by VHIO’s Early Clinical Drug Development Group (see pages 42 - 43) the Unit has firmly established itself as a leading reference in various areas of drug development including PI3K/akt/mTOR inhibitors, FGFR inhibitors or drugs targeting developmental pathways such as TGF beta, SHH, WNT, and NOTCH.

Thanks to the Unit’s outstanding facilities coupled with the excellent multidisciplinary clinical teams of professionals, 2013 witnessed a further increase in phase I trials numbering at 75 and enrolling a total of 345 patients.

While we continue to expand our portfolio of phase I trials, adding new targeted therapies against novel, promising targeted therapies and best-in-class therapies, the technology platforms provided by VHIO’s Cancer Genomics (pages 60 - 61), and Translational Cancer Genomics Groups (pages 66 - 67), such as the MiSeq sequencing system and nCounter Nanostring platform respectively, will drive faster and more precise mutational analysis of tumor-suppressor genes as well as translocations and gene amplifications.

It’s not only about speed and precision. Importantly this year, both our Cancer Genomics, and Molecular Oncology Groups received ISO accreditation – further endorsing the quality and excellence epitomizing our activities.

Obra Social “la Caixa”

Established in 1997, the Clinical Trials Office at the Vall d’Hebron University Hospital coordinates studies from Phase I to Phase III and is organized in three separate teams: Phase I, Breast Cancer, and Phase II - III. Thanks to the dedication and drive of more than 30 professionals including study coordinators, data managers and administrative staff, this Office reports exciting growth in both the number of patients enrolled in trials as well as trials conducted each year. 2013 continues the trend - totaling 232 Phase I-II-III trials with 843 patients recruited.

To consult the full list of highlights and a summary of activity in 2013 see pages 70 -73. For a detailed listing of all clinical trials conducted in 2013 visit our Scientific Report online at: http://memorias.vhio.net/2013/.

To discover more please see pages 74 - 75, or consult our Scientific Report online at: http://memorias.vhio.net/2013/.

• Clinical Trials Office

VHIO’s participation in International Consortia of excellence

We can only hope to accelerate discovery and thus improved cancer treatment and care by combining our strengths and overcoming current obstacles in collaboration. 2013 has marked the launch of several unique, cross-border opportunities which will ultimately avoid duplication of research efforts but also spur advancements making personalized medicine more precise and accessible for an increasing number of patients:

The EuroPDX Consortium – Translating Knowledge in Oncology (see page 4 of the Foreword to this...
PDX and optimal preclinical study design), was launched in 2013 with the common goal of creating a network of clinically relevant models of human cancer, and in particular patient-derived xenograft (PDX) models. Connecting 14 cancer centers across 9 European countries that are developing PDX cancer models, this initiative will promote the sharing and exchange of findings on promising therapeutics as well as lead multi-center preclinical studies.

EuroPDX will strive to reduce the duplication of efforts in oncology drug development and ultimately improve the quality of life and overall survival of cancer patients.

For forthcoming information please bookmark VHIO’s website: www.vhio.net.

Announced in 2013, The MErCuRIC Consortium, funded by the European Commission’s 7th Framework Programme of Research and Development, incorporates 13 partners in eight different European countries to lead and pioneer a multicentre phase Ib/II clinical trial. This study will assess a novel therapeutic strategy aimed at combating metastasis, improving survival and developing new approaches to treat patients with colorectal cancer. http:/ /mercuric.eu.

Launched in 2011 (VHIO joined in 2013), supported by the IMI Innovative Medicines Initiative – a Joint Undertaking between the European Union and the European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations (EFPIA), OncoTrack, Methods for systematic next generation oncology biomarker development, is an international consortium of over 80 scientists and constitutes one of Europe’s largest collaborative academic-industry efforts aimed at developing and assessing novel approaches for the identification of new markers for colon cancer.

Incorporating a network of 27 research entities spanning 10 countries, SPECTAcolor - Screening Platform for Efficient Clinical Trials Access in Colorectal cancer, is an initiative within the framework of the research program of the EORTC, supported by Alliance Boots. Launched this year, 2013, this is the first prospective fully annotated tumor samples Biobank and Biomarker analysis platform for genetic profiling of patients suffering from advanced colorectal cancer. http://spectacolor.eortc.org.

In addition to these new opportunities embraced in 2013, VHIO continues to participate in on-going Consortia of excellence including: RATHER – Rational Therapy for Breast Cancer, EurocanPlatform, COLThERES – Colon Therapy Research Consortium, and WIN – Worldwide Innovative Networking in personalized cancer medicine. Just some of the exciting developments resulting from these four collaborations in 2013 have been suitably highlighted in the Foreword to this Scientific Report (see page 6: Trial design: efficacy, effectiveness in real time).

For the full list of Consortia and respective project overviews, please see pages 90 - 91 of this report.

Other collaboration:

Cancer research at VHIO: dismantling cancer’s armory

Leading scientific discovery against cancer. in 2013 our preclinical, translational and clinical researchers published 151 scientific articles as corresponding/
senior or co-authors, with a Median Impact Factor (MIF) of 9.27. These figures reflect an increase in scientific productivity — witnessed year in, year out, a maintained MIF score, as well as the importance of VHIO’s research and contribution to the field.

For the complete list of articles published by VHIO researchers and physician-scientists in 2013 see pages 81 - 87. To view this year’s selection of just some of the most relevant articles by VHIO Faculty published in 2013 refer to pages 14 - 15.

The CELLEX building: connecting and expanding VHIO’s multidisciplinary research teams — the drivers behind more effective, targeted therapies against cancer

With the invaluable support:

**Fundació Privada CELLEX**

2013 has witnessed the completion of the construction of VHIO’s new home: the CELLEX building. In the space of just one year since we compiled our 2012 Scientific Report, we are now in the throes of planning towards equipping its interior.

Importantly, to further develop our research of excellence involving patient-derived tumor xenograft (PDX) mouse models that faithfully recapitulate cancer (please see the Foreword to this report, page 4: *PDX and optimal preclinical study design*), we have been finalizing the plans for our new Animal Facility. With a capacity of over 5000 cages, adopting a state-of-the-art recycling system, this facility will benefit the endeavors of VHIO scientists and our colleagues at the Vall d’Hebron Research Institute (VHIR), as well as those belonging to other CERCA-accredited research centers (CERCA - Institute of Research Centers of Catalonia), such as the Institute of Photonic Sciences (ICFO).

Marking an exciting new era towards precision oncology, we are upon the eve of the final completion of the CELLEX building. This will not only provide VHIO with the space it desperately requires to be able to expand its programs and activities, but will also bring all our research teams under the same roof, for an even faster exchange and application of data — the key to better serving cancer science and medicine, and most importantly of all, ultimately improve the lives of those touched and affected by cancer.

**VHIO-organized events: debate and exchange of the highest degree**

In 2013 VHIO opened its doors to participants at the following events:

- **VHIO Meet the Editors**

Our 2013 annual series of VHIO Meet the Editors prestigious talks provided oncology professionals of research institutes of excellence in Barcelona with unique opportunity to learn more about scientific publishing and cancer research and put questions and comments to the editors directly during the Q & A with the audience. They also continued to provide valuable opportunity to get to know the editors of the highest impact factor journals personally:

**VHIO’s Meet the Editors in 2013:**

**Cancer Cell**

**Speaker:** Li-Kuo Su, Editor-in-Chief
**Talk:** Cancer Cell and the Cancer Research Community
**Date:** 14 January 2013

**THE LANCET Oncology**

**Speaker:** David Collingridge, Editor-in-Chief
**Talk:** Insights on editorial decision-making and peer review
**Date:** 26 July 2013

As this Scientific Report goes to print, we are pleased to announce the following dates in the diary for 2014:

**CANCER DISCOVERY**

**Speaker:** Judy Quong, Executive Editor of Cancer Discovery
**Talk:** Cancer Discovery: Looking Back, Moving Forward
**Date:** 24 February 2014

**Speaker:** Jean-Charles Soria, Editor-in-Chief, Annals of Oncology
**Date:** 08 September 2014

**Speaker:** Alexander M. M. Eggermont, Editor-in-Chief, EJC
**Date:** 15 December 2014
As we advanced in our 2012 VHIO Scientific Report, in collaboration with the Fritz Bender Foundation, VHIO co-organized and hosted the 17th Fritz Bender Foundation International Symposium on Progress towards Individualized Cancer Treatments, 07-09 November 2013, here at the Vall d’Hebron University Hospital campus.

Established by the Fritz Bender Foundation, and expertly engineered by Kurt S. Zaenker (the Fritz Bender Foundation, and University of Witten/Herdecke, Germany), and Enrico Mihich (the Dana Farber Cancer Institute, Boston, USA), the main aim of these symposia is to provide a unique platform for up and coming young researchers and physician-scientists to interact, exchange, and debate with current thought-leaders within the oncology field.

Secondly, these meetings seek to promote the latest advances within the field at international level in order to also impact at local level. This is achieved by identifying the most suitable research institute as co-organizer to host in the respective country selected for each symposium.

For 2013, VHIO was honored to host and co-organize the 17th in the symposium series, with the support of an educational grant received through the “la Caixa” Foundation:

Incorporating an outstanding panel of internationally renowned speakers, and attracting some 250 participants, the symposium ran for two and a half days organized into five main sessions: 1) Genetic Profiling of Patients, 2) Tumor Characterization, 3) Tumor-Host Relationships, 4) Therapeutic Targets I, and 5) Therapeutic Targets II.

In addition to the main scientific program, which delivered on addressing some of the many remaining questions in our efforts to change the face of cancer through precision cancer treatment and care, we all discovered yet more relevant and recent advances within the oncology field throughout the poster sessions. In recognition of these contributions, in collaboration with VHIO, both Nature Reviews Cancer and Nature Reviews Clinical Oncology each sponsored a poster prize awarded to the two top posters.

The 2013 edition of these Symposia both matched and celebrated the successes of past Fritz Bender Foundation International meetings, elegantly captured in a special meeting report published in Molecular Oncology, Volume 8, Issue 1, February 2014, Pages 1–8, News and Views, Towards individualized cancer therapy: Challenges and prospects, authored by Ezzie Hutchinson.
Scientific Productivity: research articles

ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 2013

In 2013, 151 scientific articles were published by VHIO researchers as corresponding/senior authors or co-authors with a Median Impact Factor (MIF) of 9.27. These figures reflect an increase in scientific productivity, maintained MIF score, as well as the importance of VHIO’s research and contribution to the oncology field.

Figure I: Number of articles published by VHIO researchers from 2007 – 2013.

IMPACT FACTOR ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 2013

For the complete list of VHIO Scientific articles published in 2013 in journals with allocated Impact Factor please see pages 81 - 87. To view a selection of most relevant articles by VHIO researchers published in 2013 please see pages 14 - 15 of this Scientific Report.

To consult publications per group as selected by our Principal Investigators, visit our Scientific Report online at: http://memorias.vhio.net/2013/ (select tab ‘Publications & Awards).

Figure II: Median Impact Factor (MIF) of papers published by VHIO faculty from 2007 – 2013.
Selection of some of the most relevant articles by VHIO researchers published in 2013

Below is a selected list of articles published by VHIO researchers in 2013 with respective Impact Factors indicated. For the complete list of VHIO scientific articles published in 2013 in journals with allocated Impact Factor please see pages 81 - 87 of this Scientific Report.


Abiraterone in Metastatic Prostate Cancer without Previous Chemotherapy. Ryan CJ; Smith MR; de Bono JS; Molina A; Logothetis CJ; de Souza P; Fizazi K; Mainwaring P; Piulats JM; Ng S; Carles J; Mulders PF. Basch E; Small EJ; Saad F; Schrijvers D; Van Poppel H; Muhkerjee SD; Suttmann H; Gerritsen WR; George DJ; Yu EY; Efstathiou E; Pantuck A; Winquist E; Higano CS; Park Y; Kheoh T; Griffin T; Scher HI; Rathkopf DE. 2013. *N Engl J Med* 368: 138-148. IF: 51,658

Increased Survival in Pancreatic Cancer with nab-Paclitaxel plus Gemcitabine. Von Hoff DD; Ervin T; Arena FP; Chiorean EG; Infante J; Moore M; Seay T; Tjulandin SA; Ma WW; Saleh MN; Harris M; Reni M; Dowden S; Laheru D; Bahary N; Ramanathan RK; Tabernero J; Hidalgo M; Goldstein O; Van Cutsem E; Wei X; Iglesias J; Renschler MF. 2013. *N Engl J Med* 369: 1691-1703. IF: 51,658

Panitumumab-FOLFOX4 Treatment and RAS Mutations in Colorectal Cancer. Douillard JY; Oliner KS; Siena S; Tabernero J; Burkes R; Barugel M; Humblet Y; Bodoky G; Cunningham D; Jassem J; Rivera F; Kocákova I; Ruff P; Blasinska-Morawiec M; Šmakal M; Canon JL; Rother M; Williams R; Rong A; Wiezorek J; Sidhu R; Patterson SD. 2013. *N Engl J Med* 369: 1023-1034. IF: 51,658

Panitumumab monotherapy for previously treated advanced gastric or gastro-oesophageal junction adenocarcinoma ( REGARD): an international, randomised, multicentre, placebo-controlled, phase 3 trial. Grothey A; Cutsem EV; Sobrero A; Siena S; Falcone A; Ychou M; Humblet Y; Bouché O; Mineur L; Barone C; Adenis A; Tabernero J; Yoshino T; Lenz HJ; Goldberg RM; Sargent DJ; Cihon F; Cupit L; Wagner A; Laurent D. 2013. *Lancet* 381: 303-312. IF: 39,060


Regorafenib monotherapy for previously treated metastatic colorectal cancer (CORRECT): an international, multicentre, randomised, placebo-controlled, phase 3 trial. Grothey A; Cutsem EV; Sobrero A; Siena S; Falcone A; Ychou M; Humblet Y; Bouché O; Mineur L; Barone C; Adenis A; Tabernero J; Yoshino T; Lenz HJ; Goldberg RM; Sargent DJ; Cihon F; Cupit L; Wagner A; Laurent D. 2013. *Lancet* 381: 303-312. IF: 39,060

CD34(-) Cells at the Apex of the Human Hematopoietic Stem Cell Hierarchy Have Distinctive Cellular and Molecular Signatures. Anjos-Afonso F; Currie E; Palmer HG; Foster KE; Taussig DC; Bonnet D. 2013. *Cell Stem Cell* 13: 161-174. IF: 25,315
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VHIO MULTIDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH PROGRAMS

PRECLINICAL RESEARCH
VHIO’s Preclinical Program focuses on how critical signaling pathways affect the progression of breast, lung, pancreatic, and brain tumors. These pathways, including the MEK-ERK and the PI3K-mTOR, both activated by receptor tyrosine kinases, converge on Myc, a central regulator of gene expression. We are also interested in how malignant cells modify extracellular media and normal neighbor cells to generate the environment that fosters tumor growth. We are constantly searching for components and mechanisms against which to develop drugs to block malignant progression.

To deliver on our objectives, we generate sophisticatedly genetically modified mice to model tumor progression. In addition, we implant tumor pieces resected at the Vall d’Hebron University Hospital into immunodeficient mice. Once established in mice, these tumors, known as patient-derived xenografts (PDX), constitute a model that closely resembles the original tumors allowing our groups to test their novel therapies and discover mechanisms of resistance to current anti-cancer therapies. In addition, we have a keen interest in proteomic techniques that allow the analysis of thousands of factors simultaneously.

Our Mouse Models of Cancer Therapies Group, headed by Laura Soucek, has continued to focus on the Myc oncogene. They have shown Myc as a therapeutic target in different tumor types. Importantly in 2013, Soucek’s group reported that inhibition of Myc eradicates Non-Small-Cell-Lung Cancer in mice. As therapeutic strategies aimed at inactivating Myc, they are investigating cell-penetrating peptides.

VHIO’s Experimental Therapeutic’s Group led by Violeta Serra is dedicated to understanding the role of the PI3K/mTOR pathway as well as that of the mechanisms of DNA repair in tumor progression and therapy. In particular, they have identified that the activation of the receptor tyrosine kinase c-KIT impairs the anti-tumor activity of PI3K inhibitors in a subset of breast cancers, providing a rationale to combine PI3K and c-KIT inhibitors in these tumors.

Our Tumor Biomarkers Group under the leadership of Josep Villanueva, investigates how the factors secreted by cancer cells modify the tumor environment. They have shown that a large number of proteins are released from cells via non-classical secretory pathways that are used by transformed cells. Some of these proteins could be used as tumor biomarkers. His group has also developed various methods that greatly improve the reproducibility and statistical power of proteomic data.

Finally, my own Growth Factors Group has continued to characterize the response to treatment of a subtype of breast cancer known as HER2-positive. We have described novel components of the signaling pathway activated by the receptor tyrosine kinase HER2 that are relevant to the progression of breast cancers. We have also shown that the premature senescence of breast cancer cells results in the modification of the extracellular environment and, as a consequence, an increased ability of tumor cells to invade healthy tissue.

Our groups’ results have been published in several journals of excellence including Cancer Discovery, Genes & Development, The Journal of Clinical Investigation, and Cancer Research. Furthermore, as a direct reflection of the high caliber of cancer science that we conduct, our groups are supported through International and National Competitive Grants from the Association for International Cancer Research (AICR), the Breast Cancer Research Foundation (BCRF), Instituto de Salud Carlos (Institute of Health Carlos III, ISCIII), and the Spanish Association Against Cancer (AECC).
STRATEGIC GOALS

2. Developing predictive and pharmacodynamic biomarkers of PI3K-pathway inhibitors.
4. Establishing a patient tumor-derived breast cancer preclinical model to explore hypothesis-based combinatorial therapies.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2013

- We have identified two mechanisms that lead to activation of mTORC1 signaling and impair sensitivity to PI3K inhibitors. This preclinical observation has been linked with limited activity of these agents in the clinic and proposes combination therapeutic strategies to improve the activity of this class of agents.
- Robust Akt inhibition in tumors from patients treated with GDC-0068 is achievable, supporting the clinical development of this compound in defined patient populations.
- Molecular characterization and clinical response to a lapatinib-based therapy for the tumors of a Li-Fraumeni patient shows prevalence of HER2 and EGFR genomic alterations.

SUMMARY

During 2013 our research has advanced insight into the mechanisms of sensitivity and resistance to targeted therapy in breast cancer, focusing on two main areas: the blockade of the HER2/PI3K-pathway as well as therapies targeting homologous recombination deficiency. Our ultimate goal is to provide hypothesis-based strategies to combine targeted therapy and, in so doing, improve outcomes for patients.

Insight into the biochemical adaptation following PI3K pathway blockade had revealed the presence of a FOXO/HER3-mediated ERK activation that limits the activity of PI3K inhibitors in HER2 positive breast cancer. Further studies have identified c-KIT and IGF-1R as important players mediating the PI3K-compensatory response in some subsets of triple negative breast cancer and in luminal B breast cancer, respectively. Since targeting these membrane receptors in vivo results in therapeutic benefit when combined with PI3K-pathway inhibitors in certain models, predictive biomarkers are required.

We are further exploring potential predictive biomarkers in PI3K-targeting therapies by dissecting single agent PI3K inhibitor responder patients' genotypes. Specifically, we have analyzed differences in the genome between tumors that have become resistant to single-agent PI3K-pathway inhibitors, following a significant clinical response. To study the impact of PI3K activation in other cancers we have dissected potential predictive biomarkers for dual PI3K/MEK-targeting in colorectal cancer. We have also demonstrated sensitization of chemotherapy-resistant breast cancer tumors to combined PI3K-therapeutic regimens, a study resulting in the activation of a Phase Ib international clinical trial led by VHIO.

Our group has established novel patient tumor-derived breast cancer models in vivo. These preclinical models faithfully resemble the metastatic disease and have been extremely useful in studying sensitivity and resistance to targeted therapy. Specifically, we have expanded the use of these models to study the predictive biomarkers of response and resistance to PARP inhibitors in hereditary breast cancers with BRCA1/2 mutations.
PRECLINICAL RESEARCH
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STRATEGIC GOALS

2. Develop novel therapeutic strategies to treat HER2-positive tumors and identify mechanisms of resistance to current therapies.
3. Initiate research into pancreatic cancer in close collaboration with VHIO’s Clinical Research Program, directed by Josep Tabernero.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2013

• We have identified and characterized a dominant-negative N-terminal Fragment of HER2 frequently expressed in HER2-positive breast cancers.
• We have discovered PELO to be a novel regulator of the signals transduced by HER2.
• We have shown the pro-metastatic effect of the secretome of HER2-induced senescent breast cancer cells.

SUMMARY

Continuing our focus on breast cancer and receptor tyrosine kinases, during 2013 we completed the characterization of the role of fragments of the HER2 receptor that modulate its activity and, hence, its oncogenic activity. One of these fragments, known as HER2 NTF, acts as a weak dominant negative and is present in a high percentage of breast cancers of the HER2-positive subtype. In addition, we have identified PELO as a negative regulator of the signaling pathways initiated by HER2. Importantly, the knock down of PELO increases the metastatic ability of breast cancer cells. Finally, we have shown that constitutively activated HER2 leads to premature senescence. These senescent cells remain metabolically active and display a remarkable secretory phenotype enriched in prometastatic and protumorogenic factors. As a result, we have established the prometastatic effect of the secretome of HER2-induced senescent cells.

We have also been collaborating with other VHIO groups, particularly with Experimental Therapeutics led by Violeta Serra. This work has focused on the identification of mechanisms of resistance to inhibitors of the PI3K pathway and the description of a novel mutation that activates HER2 in patients with Li-Fraumeni Syndrome.

We are extremely grateful to the Spanish Association Against Cancer (AECC), the Breast Cancer Research Foundation (BCRF) and the AVON Cosmetics Foundation, for their continued, critical support of our research – now more important than ever given the current economic climate.

Lastly, but by no means least, we continue to coordinate the Breast Cancer Program within the Red Territorial de Investigación Cooperativa en Cáncer, supported by the Instituto de Salud Carlos III (ISCIII).

Figure: The Knockdown of PELO results in increased metastatic phenotype. Breast cancer cells expressing firefly luciferase or the same cells genetically modified to inhibit the expression of PELO were injected into the mammary fat pad of nude mice and tumors were allowed to grow until they reached 600 mm³, at which point the tumors were removed. Two months after removal of the primary tumor, metastatic growth was detected by in vivo imaging of total photon flux. The mice were then sacrificed and luminescence was analysed in axillary lymph node and lungs. Identical settings and scale (shown) were used in image preparation for all panels.
STRATEGIC GOALS

1. Validation of Myc inhibition by small molecules as a therapeutic strategy in lung cancer.
2. Pre-clinical validation of new therapeutic approaches against pancreatic, brain, and lung cancer.
3. Defining the role of Myc inflammatory effectors in pancreatic tumorigenesis and tumor maintenance.
4. Design and characterization of new cell penetrating peptides for cancer therapy.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2013

• Myc inhibition is shown to eradicate KRas driven Non-Small-Cell-Lung-Cancer in mice, without any emergence of resistance, even after long term treatment.
• We collaborated with Margaret McGee, University College Dublin (Ireland), to identify the mechanism of death in cells treated with microtubule-damaging chemotherapeutic agents such as Taxol.
• Laura Soucek was awarded the prestigious Association for International Cancer Research (AICR) grant to develop anti-cancer therapies through Myc inhibition, as well as the Grants4Targets from Bayer to develop Myc inhibitory drugs.
• Daniel Massó Vallés, a post-graduate student in the lab, received a PhD fellowship from the Biochemistry, Molecular Biology and Biomedicine Program of the Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona. Project title: Targeting Myc in Breast Cancer Metastasis. He was also awarded the 7th Jornada Científica VHIR Poster Prize 2013.

SUMMARY

Current targeted cancer therapies are directed against a limited number of molecules, frequently restricted only to particular tumor types and often residing in the most degenerate, redundant, plastic and adaptive parts of the aberrant signaling networks that drive cancer. Hence, tumors often adapt to such inhibitors, evolving into more aggressive cancers as a consequence of the imposed selective pressure. Hence, we seek instead to establish the therapeutic utility of targeting an essential common signaling conduit that is shared by some - if not all - cancers. The main focus of our group is the pleiotropic and ubiquitous Myc oncoprotein, whose deregulation is implicated in almost all human cancer types. The technical challenges of targeting nuclear transcriptional factors such as Myc – and the concern regarding potential side effects – had until recently precluded any preclinical validation of Myc inhibition as a possible therapeutic approach. However, over the past few years, we have demonstrated in several mouse models that Myc inhibition has a dramatic therapeutic impact in different types of cancer, with very mild and reversible side effects in normal tissues.

We are currently expanding our studies to cancer metastasis, where Myc could play a crucial role in the coordination of the cross-talk between tumor and microenvironment, and the instruction of the metastatic soil. We are also interested in pushing Myc inhibition towards the clinic by developing viable, non-toxic options for its targeting in vivo.

Concerning the latter, we hired a new postdoc, Marie-Eve Beaulieu, an expert in structural biology and peptide design, from Quebec (Canada). Since she joined our group, Marie-Eve has been working on developing, producing and purifying Omomyc-based cell penetrating peptides for direct delivery to cancer cells and tumors, then proceeding to their validation in vitro and in vivo. Thanks to preliminary results, VHIO has filed an application for a European patent (nº EP133821678: Methods and composition for the treatment of cancer) for the use of Omomyc-based peptides and their variants in the treatment of various types of cancer. Studies to assess their therapeutic impact are underway.

Figure: Mouse models have significantly contributed to our understanding of normal tissue and cancer biology, facilitating the control of initiation, progression and evolution of physiological and pathological events.
PRECLINICAL RESEARCH
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STRATEGIC GOALS

1. The characterization of mechanisms adopted by tumor cells to communicate with their microenvironment during tumorigenesis. We then use this data for biomarker discovery.

2. Discovery of secreted signaling pathway-based tumor biomarkers and therapeutic targets using quantitative proteomics.

3. To establish secreted response/resistance biomarkers to targeted drug therapy, measurable through non-invasive methods.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2013

- We have shown that a large number of proteins that had never previously been detected in the extracellular space, are specifically secreted using non-classical secretion pathways and could be used as tumor markers. We hypothesize that tumor cells use unconventional or alternative protein secretion pathways during tumorigenesis.

- Our group has developed and implemented a statistical filter for quantitative proteomics data that increases the reproducibility of statistical results. This filter increases the number of true positives, decreases the number of false positives as well as the false discovery rate of the proteomics data sets.

- We have developed a proteomic methodology based on 3D-spheroids to analyze the action of anti-EGFR targeted drugs. The methodology is compatible for both cell-based assays and 3D-secretome proteomics. We have proved that the 3D-culture methodology developed, recapitulates the observed sensitivity/resistance to anti-EGFR targeted drugs in colorectal cancer patients.

SUMMARY

Tumor cell communication with its microenvironment performs an important role in tumor initiation and progression. Tumor cells hijack the tumor microenvironment ecosystem via paracrine signaling to promote a pro-oncogenic microenvironment that is crucial for the development of primary and metastatic tumors.

Our main aim is to characterize the mechanisms adopted by cancer cells to communicate amongst themselves as well as with their microenvironment during tumorigenesis, and exploit this to advance biomarker discovery. Our group’s working hypothesis is that cellular signaling pathways undergo changes during the tumorigenesis process and that such alterations are translated into differential protein secretion, which can also potentially be exploited to identify secreted markers. In addition, some of the differentially regulated proteins could be direct extracellular messengers of intracellular signaling pathways contributing to fundamental stages implicated in cancer initiation and progression, therefore becoming potential therapeutic targets.

Proteomic technologies facilitate a genome-scale search for tumor-specific biomarkers and drug targets and could therefore revolutionize early detection and molecular characterization of cancer through non-invasive methods. The methodological focus of our group centers on a new proteomic approach capable of quantitatively profiling the secreted sub-proteome (‘secretome’) of cells. Secretome signatures in different breast cancer model systems - as well as from clinical samples, will be generated and analyzed using differential expression statistics, and then set within the context of intracellular signaling transduction using bioinformatic tools.

The cancer secretome contains secreted proteins that tumor cells use as molecular SMS to communicate to each other and with their microenvironment. Since they are secreted they have a high probability of being present in biological fluids such as blood. Our final goal is to identify tumor-specific secreted proteins that can be used to develop blood-based diagnostic tests for cancer detection and monitoring.

Figure: Schematic representation of classical and non-classical protein secretion pathways. The top part of the diagram shows the classical ER-Golgi secretory pathway. The rest of the illustration depicts different non-classical protein secretion pathways.

To find out more about us, our research, publications and even our group’s horizons for 2014, visit the VHIO Scientific Report online at: http://memorias.vhio.net/2013/
VHIO MULTIDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH PROGRAMS

TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH
VHIO’s Translational Research Program is dedicated to improving and accelerating the integration of preclinical and clinical research. We consequently strive to translate advances in molecular research to patient care as rapidly as possible by tackling the disease from all angles and generating synergies between molecular and clinical cancer research.

One of the main challenges we all face in our collective battle to combat cancer is tumor diversity. Cancer is an extremely complex and heterogeneous disease given that tumors are molecularly diverse. Moreover, tumors are formed by cells with multifarious states of proliferation, differentiation, motility, and, importantly, varying sensitivity to treatment. In short, each patient has a unique tumor with a particular combination of genomic aberrations. Our patients should therefore be treated with the optimal compound/combination of compounds to respond to the specificities of their respective disease. Since the selection of the most appropriate treatment depends on the specific molecular taxonomy of the tumor, the challenge is to identify which treatment should be linked to which patient and in so doing, further advance precision medicine in oncology.

In order to improve cancer treatment through the combination of compounds targeting all cell types within a tumor, it is also imperative to better understand the nature of intratumoral heterogeneity. Among the different cell types forming intratumoral heterogeneity, some cells with stem cell characteristics have been identified. Known as Cancer-Initiating Cells (CICs) or Cancer Stem Cells (CSCs), these cells are characterized by their self-renewing capacity, their multi-lineage differentiation properties, their high oncogenic potential, and ability to replicate the heterogeneity of original human tumors in mouse models. CICs are also considered responsible for the initiation, recurrence and chemo- and radio-resistance of tumors indicating that more effective therapies will result from strategies aimed at targeting the stem-cell-like component of tumors. Few pharmacological compounds have yet been shown to successfully do so.

In order to effectively explore the two levels of cancer heterogeneity, we investigate cancer as faithfully as possible to that of a real tumor and generate patient-derived models both in vitro and in vivo. Tumor specimens are obtained shortly upon surgical resection and the tumor cells including cancer stem cells are studied. The next step is to generate mouse models reproducing the characteristics of the tumor from the patient. Both VHIO’s Stem Cells & Cancer Group led by Héctor G. Palmer, and my own Gene Expression & Cancer Group have developed these types of models of brain and colon cancer respectively, work which has led to important findings published in top tier journals.

Since tumor diversity and heterogeneity are due to variations in the genome or the epigenome of cancer, genomic and epigenomic studies are paramount. Serving as a Core Technology, our Cancer Genomics Group headed by Ana Vivancos, leads VHIO’s ‘omics’. Ana’s lab is equipped with a genotyping platform (MassARRAY, Sequenom) and two NextGen sequencers (MiSeq and HiSeq2500, Illumina), providing cutting-edge applications in cancer genomics through the use of new technologies and protocol development (see ‘Core Technologies’, pages 58 - 67). It is thanks to the dedicated work of her group that tumor genomic analysis will be used to steer cancer treatment and management decisions for an increasing number of patients.

Providing optimal treatment tailored to individual patients relies on team work, studying cancer as closely as possible to the real patient, and tackling cancer heterogeneity head-on. VHIO’s Translational Research Program is devoted to delivering on this promise by catalyzing the transfer of new insight generated by scientific research into the true benefit for patients.
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STRATEGIC GOALS

2. The study of intratumoral heterogeneity.
3. Identification of novel biomarkers to develop precision onco-medicine based on the particularities and characteristics of each tumor.
4. To better understand the molecular mechanisms implicated in cancer stem cells.
5. Develop methods for non-invasive molecular diagnosis through the study of circulating biomarkers.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2013

• Resulting in two publications (Serra et al. Cancer Discovery, and De Mattos-Arruda et al. Molecular Oncology – for all our group’s publications please visit the 2013 VHIO Scientific Report online), for which Joan Seoane is co-corresponding author, we have studied the genomic heterogeneity of tumors of the same patient and have achieved a greater understanding of the biology of the tumors and identified the optimal treatment precisely tailored to the individual patient.
• Joan Seoane received the prestigious Dr. Josef Steiner Cancer Research Award.

SUMMARY

Our group’s research focuses on the study of brain tumors, glioblastoma and brain metastasis in particular. These are some of the most aggressive cancers and advancing progress within the field is consequently critical. Our studies are largely based on research into patient-derived tumors. We generate animal models that recapitulate the tumor of the patient at genomic and gene expression levels. We inoculate the patient-derived tumor cells into the brain of immunocompromised mice and they generate tumors with the same characteristics as the original human tumor, which we can then monitor by MRI. This mouse model for human glioma is of major interest in the study of the molecular mechanisms involved in cancer as well as the evaluation of the efficacy of pharmacological compounds.

One of the most important challenges in cancer is tumoral heterogeneity of tumors (see figure), which we are studying at both the level of genomic alterations and that of cell differentiation state. Regarding the latter, we are analyzing a subpopulation of undifferentiated cells responsible for tumor initiation and relapse. These cells have stem cell-like characteristics and are known as cancer-initiating cells (CICs) or cancer stem cells. CICs are considered to be responsible for the initiation, recurrence and chemoresistance of tumors. CICs are, therefore, crucial therapeutic targets and achieving a better understanding of the molecular mechanisms involved in this type of cells, is paramount. We aim to identify novel markers for CICs, further knowledge regarding the signaling pathways and molecular mechanisms involved in CICs, and design novel therapeutic approaches to target CICs.

Finally, during 2013, we have initiated a new line of research based on the study of circulating tumor cells and circulating tumor DNA. Tumors shed cells and DNA into the bloodstream and the analysis of these circulating markers allows for the accurate, non-invasive molecular diagnosis of the tumor. These circulating markers facilitate the monitoring of tumor progression. Moreover, they will also contribute to improved methods for the early detection of cancer since the analysis of tumor cells or mutated DNA in blood is more sensitive compared with certain imaging techniques.

Figure: One of the most important challenges in cancer treatment: intratumoral heterogeneity.
STRATEGIC GOALS

1. Describe the key molecular mechanisms that confer CoCSC their capacity to self-renew and resist conventional or target directed therapies.
2. Unmask the molecular drivers of CSC quiescence, clinical relevance in cancer progression and evaluate their potential inhibition to eradicate CoCSC.
3. Study the efficacy and mechanism of action of new Wnt/beta-catenin inhibitory drugs for the treatment of CRC patients.
4. Identify the genetic determinants of sensitivity or resistance to the novel generation of Wnt/beta-catenin inhibitors.
5. Implement predictive biomarkers of response to therapeutic Wnt/beta-catenin inhibitors and other targeted therapies.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2013

- We have revealed the molecular mechanisms governing the delicate link between stemness and quiescence in chemoresistant colon cancer cells. Many of the genes and proteins that play a central role in this process are epigenetic chromatin remodelers. The activity of these factors can potentially be inhibited as a new therapeutic approach to eliminate CoCSC.
- We have accumulated evidence regarding the efficacy and mechanisms of action of a new generation of Wnt/beta-catenin inhibitory drugs on CRC. We are also identifying potential biomarkers to predict response to these inhibitors.

SUMMARY

Our main interest is to better understand the molecular mechanisms that confer tumors the ability to self-renew, resist therapy, relapse and metastasize - all definitive factors in the survival of patients.

In particular, we are dedicated to studying the consequences of intra-tumoral cell heterogeneity for tumor evolution and patient survival. Among the different cell populations that build an heterogeneous tumor, Cancer Stem Cells (CSC) are at the apex of a differentiation process within the cancerous tissue somewhat reminiscent of the hierarchy present in the normal tissue from which they originate. Furthermore, CSC can compose the small reservoir of drug-resistant cells that are responsible for relapse after chemotherapy-induced remission, or give rise to distant metastasis. It is therefore becoming evident that a cancer treatment that fails to eliminate cancer stem cells may allow re-growth of the tumor.

As a hideous disease with such a devastating impact on society, colorectal cancer is our prime focus of study. At molecular level, we are analyzing the role of those oncogenic pathways that control the fate of Colon Cancer Stem Cells (CoCSC). RAS/PI3K/AKT and Wnt/beta-catenin pathways are two such driving forces that direct cancer stem cell fate and lead the progression of many tumor types.

Over recent years we have succeeded in describing a new mechanism of resistance to PI3K and AKT inhibitory drugs conferred by beta-catenin in colorectal cancer. Such discovery is of great clinical relevance since many patients in clinical trials are not responding to these drugs and no molecular explanation behind resistance had previously been described. These new findings will facilitate the selection of sensitive patients based on their expression of particular biomarkers that predict drug-response.

We are currently leading research focusing on a new generation of Wnt/beta-catenin inhibitory drugs in close collaboration with several major pharmaceutical companies. We have already produced experimental evidence regarding the efficacy and mechanisms of action of such drugs in pre-clinical models of colorectal cancer with patient-derived xenografts. This marks an important milestone in the field, since colorectal cancer was described as a paradigmatic tumor addicted to the oncogenic Wnt/beta-catenin pathway many decades ago. We are also identifying the molecular determinants of response to these drugs that could become robust biomarkers to select sensitive patients and guide the design of new clinical trials in the future. Some of these predictive biomarkers are mutations affecting components of the Wnt/beta-catenin pathway, whose identification can be perfectly standardized in clinical practice for patient selection.

Our collaboration with the Oncology Service at the Vall d’Hebron University Hospital and pharmaceutical companies will accelerate the translation of our findings into clinical practice and hopefully revert the long-stalled scenario of CRC therapies.

Figure: Molecular prescreening and selection of colorectal cancer patients to be included in precise clinical trials with target directed drugs.
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Incorporating multidisciplinary cancer teams of physician-researchers, VHIO’s Clinical Research Program leads cooperative preclinical, Phase I & II research studies aimed at developing novel agents directed to specific signaling pathways in different cancer types, as well as new or redefined prognostic/diagnostic tools to better detect disease and more precisely predict response to treatment.

As a direct reflection of VHIO’s purely translational research model, our clinical research groups work hand-in-hand with scientists from our Preclinical, Translational, Core Technology Programs. In relation to our Core Technologies, in 2013 we obtained ISO certification for VHIO’s Cancer Genomics and Molecular Oncology Groups. This not only recognizes VHIO’s technical competencies, optimal quality, standardization, validation of processes and staff training, but also positions our institute as one of the very first in Spain to have met this rigorous standard.

Importantly this year, we have also been paving the way to incorporate BEAMing digital PCR/flow cytometry technology as a further tool through which to detect drug resistance mediated by specific mutations such as that of the KRAS oncogene which is massively implicated in metastatic disease across various tumor types. Set to empower our current suite of technologies, this accurate, sensitive and non-invasive approach to detect mutations in circulating tumor DNA in blood, shows great promise in next-generation companion diagnostics and the mutational profiling of individual tumors.

In Colorectal Cancer (CRC) we have developed a combined oncogenic pathway signature that allows the identification of patients with an active epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)-signaling pathway that could benefit from downstream pathway inhibition. We are exploring whether KRAS-, BRAF- or PIK3CA profiles might be useful in predicting the response to the EGFR pathway inhibitors rather than mutation status alone. We are also pioneering important studies involving both preclinical and early-drug development, leading to clinical trials designed to identify more effective cancer therapies tailored to individual patients.

Current efforts focus on the role of plasma cfDNA as a predictor of response for novel targeted therapies and demonstrating that the measurement of plasma cfDNA quantitative and qualitative alterations may have a prognostic value in metastatic patients. The results of these determinations have been correlated with those of tumor biopsies to determine whether the former data may substitute the information obtained from the latter. Therefore, tumor-derived somatic mutation profiling in plasma, if feasible and reproducible, may represent an alternative to tumor-tissue, providing real-time insights into tumor dynamics, and consequently lead to a better understanding of the pathways that drive cancer metastasis.

While we have undoubtedly marked important progress this year in fine-tuning diagnosis and treatment strategies to the unique molecular make-up of an increasing number of patients, we still have a long way to go in combating cancer. We must therefore continue to share our expertise – and benefit from the experiences of many others – through international collaboration. Such pan-global exchange spanning basic, translational and clinical research is critical not only in accelerating discovery but also avoiding the costly duplication of efforts. It is through such partnership that we are currently driving important advances in trial design -- examples in 2013 being the WINTHER (WINTherapeutics) study and the POSEIDON trial (page 6).

Similarly, this year has marked the launch of several unique opportunities in the form of consortia of excellence (pages 90 - 91), which will spur advancements to make personalized medicine more precise and accessible for an increasing number of individuals whose lives are threatened by cancer.

At VHIO, as we demonstrate year in, year out, we can and will do better.
BREAST CANCER & MELANOMA GROUP

Principal Investigator
Javier Cortés

Medical Oncologists and Clinical Fellows
Judith Balmaña
Meritxell Bellet
Patricia Gómez
Leticia de Mattos
Eva Muñoz
Mafalda Oliveira
Vanesa Ortega
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Aleix Prat
Cristina Saura
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Mª Jesús Vidal
STRATEGIC GOALS

1. Optimize treatment options in patients with resistant HER2-positive tumors and triple negative breast cancer, with particular focus on new targeted agents which overcome resistance to standard anti-HER2 agents, or better therapeutic strategies to be explored in preclinical models prior to using them in patients. We hope to expand these efforts to other scenarios, such as chemo or endocrine resistant tumors.

2. To continue to lead Phase I-based Phase II trials, and closely collaborate with VHI O’s Experimental Therapeutics Group, transitioning to more advance studies with data obtained from early drug development.

3. Implement “omic” tools to better design clinical trials.

4. To continue working with VHO’s Preclinical Groups to ultimately provide “smarter” treatments to our patients as rapidly as possible.

5. Advance onco-immunology towards improved management of patients with breast cancer, specifically HER2 and triple negative.

6. Establish our group as a leader in the field of melanoma. During 2010-2012 we began working with melanoma patients to try and provide them access to the best clinical trials. In 2013, we have offered more than 10 different new molecules in close collaboration with VHO’s Experimental Therapeutics Group. More than 50% of our patients with metastatic melanoma have entered clinical trials.

7. To consolidate our leadership in melanoma in Spain and expand our expertise at European level (envisaged 2014-2016).

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2013

1. We have observed that combining eribulin with PI3K inhibitors might enhance the activity of both drugs, which has opened new options and opportunities for our patients. A phase Ib/II trial will commence in 2014, led by VHI O investigators.

2. We continued our development of patient-derived xenografts in close collaboration with the VHI O’s Preclinical Research Program. We currently have the most important collection at European level.

3. We have been involved in the steering committees of the most relevant randomized Phase II and III clinical trials, and participated in some of the most important clinical trials, which has previously led to the approval of drugs such as pertuzumab and eribulin. In 2014, the first Phase Ib/II trial will be initiated, led by our group and sponsored by Novartis.

4. Application of new biological agents to reverse mechanisms of resistance to classical drugs, not only to anti-HER2 therapy, but also to endocrine therapy.

5. We collaborate closely with VHO’s Early Drug Development Group headed by Jordi Rodóin which allows us to consider drugs that have been tested in very early studies and that have shown sufficient activity to expand studies in patients with breast cancer. In 2013, we have initiated clinical trials based on the preliminary efficacy results we observed in early clinical trials.

6. Triple Negative Breast Cancer. We have started an ambitious clinical research program focusing on this tumor type and now have a few specific clinical trials underway. We are dedicated to leading this field of research over the next 4-5 years.

SUMMARY

Our Breast Cancer Program continues to be one of the most active in Spain and one of the most renowned across Europe. In 2013, 32 publications (25 of them in the first quartile), totaled an impact factor of 384.08, with a mean IF of 12. Interestingly, we published a newly proposed concept surrounding cancer research in January 2014 (epub ahead of print, Nov. 2013), in the highest impact factor journal, CA: A Cancer Journal for Clinicians (IF: 153.46). In addition, we have initiated more than 25 new clinical trials and studies. We are not only committed to participating in clinical and preclinical studies, but we also lead several -- reflected by our representation of Steering Committees for some, and appointed international leaders for others.

Our main areas of interest continue to center on the development of new treatments and the search for mechanisms of resistance to current ones. Multidisciplinary collaboration and management with surgeons, pathologists, radiologists and radiotherapists, among others, facilitates the incorporation of the most innovative treatments in clinical practice and optimizes therapeutic alternatives. In clinical research, our key areas of activity include:

1. HER-positive breast tumors. Over recent years, new targeted therapies against HER2 have become available. We are particularly proud to lead one of them, pertuzumab, which has improved outcomes of our patients. In close collaboration with VHO’s Growth Factors and Experimental Therapeutics Groups, led by Joaquín Arribas and Violeta Serra respectively, different mechanisms of resistance to this therapy and other strategies are currently under study. We are particularly interested in the design of new strategies to overlap such mechanisms. There are two interesting new compounds which are now being tested in Phase II trials; Neratinib and TDM-1. We are leading the clinical development of the former. Importantly, we have observed that TDM-1 activity, although impressive, is not very significant during the first week of administration. For this reason, we have initiated a Phase Ib trial of TDM-1 in combination with chemotherapy.

2. To optimize chemotherapy-based strategies. The majority, if not all, of our patients with metastatic breast cancer will at some point require treatment with chemotherapy, and, unfortunately, they will become resistant to it. For this reason, we strongly believe that overcoming mechanisms of resistance to chemotherapy will enhance the activity of these drugs. In collaboration with VHO’s Experimental Therapeutics Group, we aimed to improve the efficacy of eribulin, a new chemotherapeutic agent, with targeted agents, based on a new mechanism of resistance. We demonstrated (as presented at the San Antonio Breast Cancer Symposium - SABCS, 10 – 14 December 2013), that the efficacy of eribulin depends on PI3K status. This resistance might be overcome by the addition of different PI3K inhibitors (see figure). In 2014, the first Phase Ib/II trial will be initiated, led by our group and sponsored by Novartis.

3. Application of new biological agents to reverse mechanisms of resistance to classical drugs, not only to anti-HER2 therapy, but also to endocrine therapy.

4. We collaborate closely with VHO’s Early Drug Development Group headed by Jordi Rodóin which allows us to consider drugs that have been tested in very early studies and that have shown sufficient activity to expand studies in patients with breast cancer. In 2013, we have initiated clinical trials based on the preliminary efficacy results we observed in early clinical trials.

5. Triple Negative Breast Cancer. We have started an ambitious clinical research program focusing on this tumor type and now have a few specific clinical trials underway. We are dedicated to leading this field of research over the next 4-5 years.

To find out more about us, our research, publications and even our group’s horizons for 2014, visit the VHI O Scientific Report online at: http://memorias.vhio.net/2013/
STRATEGIC GOALS

1. Clinical early development of the best-in-class targeted therapies, determining the optimal schedule and patient population to benefit most from these drugs by participating in novel clinical trials.

2. Analyze patients’ tumors for molecular aberrations that may predict the efficacy of targeted agents, in order to select the most appropriate treatment for each individual with advanced cancer.

3. Link clinical research at the Research Unit for Molecular Therapy of Cancer (UITM) - “la Caixa” with the various preclinical and translational research groups at VHIO, and collaborate with the different partners involved in drug development and translational research (phase I units, academic centers, consortia, pharmaceutical companies).

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2013

• As one of the leading institutes worldwide with expertise in areas of drug development such as PI3K/akt/mTOR inhibitors, MAPK inhibitors or drugs targeting developmental pathways such as TGFbeta, SHH, WNT, and NOTCH, we have been clinically testing the best-in-class drugs. We have also expanded our expertise to other cell-signaling pathway inhibitors such as MET and FGFR.

• We have performed several clinical trials with novel-novel combinations - combining several PI3K inhibitors with MEK inhibitors. IGF1R inhibitor with PI3K or MEK inhibitors, Smo inhibitor with a PI3K inhibitor, and a NOTCH inhibitor with mTOR inhibitor.

• We have performed many clinical trials with patients selected on molecular alterations (mutations in AKT, PIK3CA, PTEN, ALK, BRAF, NRAS, KRAS, FGFR1 and 2, MET; amplifications in HER2, AKT1,2, and 3, FGFR1, MET, and alteration in protein expression of PTEN, or overexpression of PDL1, GCC or of prolactin receptor).

• We have co-developed several molecular tests for patient screening such as disease-oriented mutation panels for Sequenom.

SUMMARY

Our main interest surrounds proof-of-concept and proof-of-mechanism trials with targeted therapies, especially those aimed at cell signaling and cancer stem cells. These include first-in-human studies of targeted therapies, rational combinations of targeted therapies, biomarker-driven trials and trials in molecularly selected populations.

We try to link clinical research at the UITM with the different areas of research carried out by VHIO’s research groups, following a truly translational model: linking molecular biology and the best tumor models with pharmacology and innovative clinical research. We are therefore dedicated to involving VHIO scientists in the trials (biomarker development, profound understanding of the mechanism of action, research into mechanisms of resistance) for selected projects. In addition, we have collaborated with VHIO’s Molecular Oncology Group, headed by Paolo Nuciforo, as well as the Cancer Genomics Group led by Ana Vivancos, and the Translational Genomics Group directed by Aleix Prat to perform molecular analysis of patients’ tumors in order to select the best possible treatment for our patients with the experimental treatments available in our portfolio of clinical trials - one step closer to realizing the true promise of precision medicine.

Importantly, in relation to precision oncology, VHIO is a founding member of the WIN (Worldwide Innovative Networking in personalized cancer medicine) Consortium, initiated by the Institut Gustave Roussy (IGR), Paris, (France) and University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, Texas (USA). WIN is a non profit, non-governmental organization that brings together 22 cancer centers including VHIO and industry partners from five continents to address the challenge of increasing the efficacy of cancer diagnostics and therapeutics.

Our group is conducting the first WIN clinical trial, launched in 2012. WINTHER, a unique academic and international clinical trial, represents a major step forward in the evaluation of precision treatments. VHIO and other trial partners are collectively developing a comprehensive analysis of the genetic background of tumors in order to predict drug sensitivity adopting powerful bioinformatics tools, and optimize individualized therapeutic decisions with improved clinical outcome for patients.

To find out more about us, our research, publications and even our group’s horizons for 2014, visit the VHIO Scientific Report online at: http://memorias.vhio.net/2013/
CLINICAL RESEARCH

GASTROINTESTINAL & ENDOCRINE TUMORS GROUP

Principal Investigator
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Teresa Macarulla
Tamara Sauri
STRATEGIC GOALS

1. Discovery of new biomarkers in gastrointestinal tumorigenesis.
2. Validation of new prognostic biomarkers.
3. Development of relevant preclinical models in vitro and in vivo with a special emphasis on the identification of predictive markers.
4. Early clinical research with innovative targets.
5. Clinical research in late stage with more translational endpoints, focusing on the identification of prognostic/predictive biomarkers.
6. Participation in multidisciplinary/multinational consortia and research programs.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2013

- Early Clinical Research: drug development & Phase I clinical trials in solid tumors with particular emphasis on developing molecular targeted therapies.
- Molecular Markers in Gastrointestinal Malignancies: advance insight into prognostic and predictive factors for response and efficacy with targeted agents in different gastrointestinal malignancies.
- Clinical Research: design of investigator-initiated clinical trials as well as participation in numerous trials developed in the context of national and international cooperative groups.

SUMMARY

In 2013, we have led and participated in numerous cooperative and singular research projects related to Gastrointestinal Malignancies. In addition to our key participation in international consortia of excellence including the WIN (Worldwide Innovative Networking in personalized cancer medicine) Consortium and other initiatives funded by the European Commission’s 7th Framework Program (e.g. EurocanPlatform, COLTHERES, MErCuRIC – see pages 90 - 91 of this report), at both preclinical and clinical levels, we have continued to further strengthen our purely multidisciplinary and translational approach to research.

Reflected by publications in the most prestigious scientific titles in 2013, our group has participated in many studies with important clinical impact including:

- The first-in-human trial of an RNA interference (RNAi) therapeutic targeting VEGF and KSP in cancer patients with liver involvement. Importantly, the results showed safety, mechanism of action, and clinical activity with a novel first-in-class LNP-formulated RNAi therapy in patients.
- Studies analyzing RAS mutations in colorectal cancer (CRC) such as the combination of Panitumumab-FOLFFOX4 treatment and its implication in the lack of response in patients with additional RAS mutations (other than KRAS). Patients with metastatic CRC without RAS mutations, showed improvements in overall survival with this combinational therapy.
- A Phase III trial validating the importance of VEGFR-2 signaling as a therapeutic target in advanced gastric cancer (Ramucirumab monotherapy – REGARD study).
- A Phase III study in patients with metastatic pancreatic adenocarcinoma proving that the combination of nab-paclitaxel plus gemcitabine significantly improves overall survival, progression-free survival, and response rate vs. gemcitabine monotherapy.
- The CORRECT study evidencing a continuing role of targeted treatment after disease progression in previously treated metastatic CRC. The therapy studied, Regorafenib (a multikinase inhibitor), is the first small-molecule multikinase inhibitor with survival benefits in mCRC patients who progressed after all standard therapies.
- The development of a combined oncogenic pathway signature allowing the identification of patients with an active EGFR-signalling pathway that could benefit from downstream pathway inhibition.
- A study establishing colorectal cancer intrinsic subtypes that predict chemotherapy benefit, deficient mismatch repair and epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition. Classification based on molecular subtypes allowed us to expand and improve CRC classification beyond standard molecular and immunohistochemical assessment, promising better guided treatment and management of these patients in the future.

Other research lines this year have included the use of validated biomarkers and their respective reference isogenic cell lines to develop next generation, non-invasive, diagnostics that can monitor the burden of disease, its respective molecular features, and response to novel targeted therapies.

We have also participated in several pre-clinical and clinical studies on predicted responsive patient subsets using genetically annotated tumor surgical specimens (‘Xenopatients’) in mice, expanding our collaboration with VHIO’s Stem Cells & Cancer Group, led by Héctor Palmer. Further, in partnership with pharmaceutical companies or academic groups, dedicated efforts continue to focus on the validation of re-profiled drugs or candidate drugs.

For more info at www.vhio.net

To find out more about us, our research, publications and even our group’s horizons for 2014, visit the VHIO Scientific Report online at: http://memorias.vhio.net/2013/
CLINICAL RESEARCH

GENITOURINARY, CNS TUMORS, SARCOMA & CANCER OF UNKNOWN PRIMARY SITE GROUP
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STRATEGIC GOALS

1. Design and develop clinical trials for all the malignancies covered by our group. We strive to provide our patients with the newest and optimal treatments for their respective disease, including immunotherapeutics, targeted therapies or new chemotherapeutics.
2. Conduct clinical trials at different stages of disease with emphasis on a histology-tailored design.
3. Develop new tools such as liquid biopsy for our patients for tailored treatment in CRPC.
4. Expand our translational research platform for glioblastoma in collaboration with VHIO’s Gene Expression & Cancer Group led by Joan Seoane.
5. Creation of a translational platform for sarcomas and basic research in partnership with the Biomedical Research Institute of Bellvitge (IDIBELL) and the Cancer Research Centre of Salamanca (CIC).

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2013

• New drugs in GU malignancies: we have participated in the most important trials with different drugs that, throughout 2012/2013, have demonstrated that they will change the prognosis of patients with prostate cancer including: Vaccines (Prostvac), Enzalutamide, Cabazitaxel or Radium 223. All these new drugs have demonstrated that they may improve the survival of our patients. Furthermore, in other GU malignancies we are participating in clinical trials to show the utility of adjuvant treatment in renal cancer, or new drugs in second and third line treatment. In bladder cancer we are participating in new clinical trials that combine classical chemotherapy with novel targeted agents and second line treatments. We will also start with agents that are able to modulate the host immune response and combat cancer. During this year, we have participated in Phase I clinical trials to test new therapies and immunotherapeutics for bladder and prostate cancer.

• Our research in Central Nervous System (CNS) tumours has been further consolidated with the development of additional clinical trials and the creation of a Board comprised of experts in neurosurgery, radiology, radiotherapy, translational research, and medical oncology.

SUMMARY

Our group is interested in both clinical and translational research with broad experience and grounded expertise in treating tumors since we are involved in the treatment of different neoplasms.

We focus on the design and development of clinical trials for genitourinary malignancies at different stages of the disease with the active participation of urologists, radiation therapists and medical oncologists. Over recent years, many developments have been reported in GU tumors; particularly in prostate and kidney cancer. Close collaboration between all specialists involved in the treatment of these tumors is therefore mandatory. It is also important to continue with our translational research platform for urologic cancer as well as conduct clinical trials in early, adjuvant as well as metastatic disease.

We also collaborate with other research centers of excellence including the Cleveland Clinic (USA), University of California San Francisco (USA), Gustave Roussy Hospital (France), and the Biomedical Research Institute of Bellvitge (IDIBELL), here in Barcelona (Spain). Results from these collaborations have been presented at the Castrate-Resistant Prostate Cancer (CRPC) meeting that took place May 24, 2012. Further research updates and new insights will be presented at the Second Cleveland-Vall d’Hebron meeting that will take place at the end of next year, 2014.

Another key area is the development of several multidisciplinary clinical trials and Phase I trials in CNS tumors, in close collaboration with professionals in neurosurgery and radiation therapy. We are also focused on consolidating the translational research platform for glioblastoma in collaboration with VHIO’s Gene Expression & Cancer Group led by Joan Seoane. We have consolidated a collaborative study with different centers in Europe to develop a vaccine for patients with glioblastoma. This project is supported by the European Commission’s 7th Framework Programme of Research and Development.

Our group is also working with the Spanish Sarcoma Group (GEIS), to conduct clinical trials at different stages of disease with emphasis on a histology-tailored design. We are currently involved in setting up a translational platform for sarcomas and basic research in partnership with the Biomedical Research Institute of Bellvitge (IDIBELL) and the Cancer Research Center of Salamanca (CIC – Spain). For GIST tumors we have developed a close relationship with J. Fletcher’s lab at Brigham and Women’s Hospital (USA). In this context, further research updates and discovery will also be reported at the New Insights in GIST meeting that will take place April 04, next year.

The serum bank dedicated to various tumor types such as CNS tumors, renal cell carcinoma and CRPC, will continue to recruit samples from our patients.

Lastly, but by no means least, we promote education and exchange by offering our group members the exciting opportunity to spend a minimum of 3 months in research centers of prestige within a specific field. In the near future we envisage that this program will promote shorter stays for joint project development. Importantly, in terms of education and exchange, two fellows spent a total of 6 months with us in 2013.
STRATEGIC GOALS

1. We are focused on clinical and translational research and are members of the most relevant international cooperative groups in Gynecological and Head & Neck Tumors. Such collaboration allows us to participate in the initial development of new drugs, from Phase I to Phase III trials.

2. Further expand our recognized expertise in clinical research within our field and continue to lead an increasing number of international projects.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2013

• As a result of our collaboration with the Gynecologic Oncology Group (GOG), established in 2011, we are authors of pivotal studies in cervical cancer as well as ovarian cancer, both presented at the 2013 Annual Meeting of the American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO), May 31 – 04 June, Chicago (USA).

• In 2012 we were nominated as International Coordinator of a new Phase III trial in recurrent ovarian cancer. This study is currently being planned and under discussion in Europe (ENGOT group), as well as in the US (GOG group).

SUMMARY

Our group focuses on standard patient care as well as clinical research. Continuous development and research into new anticancer drugs represent a major area of our activity. Notably, based on our expertise, we have also actively participated in the revision of all Spanish guidelines in gynaecological cancer.

We are either members or affiliate members of some of the most relevant societies in oncology including the Gynecologic Cancer Inter Group (GCIG), European Network of Gynaecological Oncology Trial Groups (ENGOT), Grupo Español de Investigación en Cáncer de Ovario (Spanish Gynecological Group - GEICO), Gynecologic Oncology Group (GOG). In addition our group is involved in developing new strategies, approaches, and optimal trial design for research.

With regards to clinical activities at the Vall d’Hebron University Hospital, we play a central, key role as members of multidisciplinary committees and teams in Head and Neck and Gynecological Cancer Tumors. Our contribution, in close connectivity and collaboration with other professionals and specialties (including surgeons, radiotherapists, radiologists and pathologists), leads to the establishment of new treatment protocols and clinical guidelines to further advance clinical practice within our Hospital.

As a reference group for other specialties as well as several research centers of excellence, we have steadily increased the number of patients treated in clinical trials with new drugs. Currently we are involved in more than twenty trials as either Principal Investigators and/or Coordinators of National and International investigational studies.

We are continuously contributing to international conferences of excellence through the delivery of presentations, invited lectures, and the sharing and debating of key findings with colleagues and peers across the globe (for more information please select the ‘Publications, Projects & Awards’ tab of our Scientific Report 2013 online at: http://memorias.vhio.net/2013/).
STRATEGIC GOALS

3. Testing new combination therapies for BRCA-associated PDX’s that have progressed to PARP inhibitors.
4. Early detection of prostate cancer in BRCA mutation carriers.
5. Identification of new genes involved in hereditary breast cancer through the application of next generation sequencing.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2013

• Active participation in international Phase II clinical trials with targeted therapies for BRCA-associated tumors.
• Establishing a large collection of BRCA-associated patient-derived xenografts implanted in athymic mice.
• Recruitment of 30 patients and controls in the IMPACT study (an international study for early detection of prostate cancer in BRCA mutation carriers).
• Participation in a national study to assess the role of breast density as a risk factor for breast cancer in BRCA mutation carriers.

SUMMARY

We are committed to developing new targeted therapies for patients with hereditary breast cancer. In this context, during 2013, patients with advanced breast cancer and a BRCA mutation could participate in a Phase II trial with a specific DNA binding agent, or enrol in a randomized Phase II trial with a PARP inhibitor in combination with chemotherapy. In addition, two years after initiating our collaboration with VHIO’s Experimental Therapeutics Group and the Cancer Genomics Group led by Violeta Serra and Ana Vivancos respectively, we are starting to see the benefits of such teamwork which has already resulted in a collection of BRCA-associated patient-derived xenografts implanted in athymic mice. These murine models will be used to study genetic mechanisms of resistance to targeted therapies and test new combinatorial treatments at progression.

This year we have also begun to analyze data collected in the national study funded by FIS: Densidad mamográfica, susceptibilidad genética y cáncer de mama en mujeres de alto riesgo (Proyecto DM-BRCA, PS09/01024) in order to determine the role of breast density as a risk factor for breast cancer in women with mutations in BRCA1/2 genes.

In the field of genetic epidemiology, we are collaborating with VHIO’s Oncogenetics Group headed by Orland Díez in next generation sequencing studies (exome analysis and a panel of genes), to search for mutations in new genes conferring predisposition to hereditary breast cancer.

Figure: A baseline blood sample, a biopsy pre-treatment, and a biopsy at progression after a targeted therapy, are obtained. Next generation sequencing is performed to analyze genetic mechanisms of resistance.

To find out more about us, our research, publications and even our group’s horizons for 2014, visit the VHIO Scientific Report online at: http://memorias.vhio.net/2013/
CLINICAL RESEARCH

ONCOGENETICS GROUP
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STRATEGIC GOALS

1. Application of massive sequencing to the diagnosis of hereditary cancer.
2. Establish the prevalence in Spanish population of genetic variants of known breast/ovarian cancer genes conferring high to moderate penetrance.
4. Characterization of large rearrangements and transcriptional or functional effects of variants with unknown biological significance in breast cancer predisposition genes.
5. Identification of common low-penetration alleles that modify breast cancer risk for BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation carriers.
6. To study the combination of apoptosis assay and genetic markers as predictive tests for late toxicity after radiotherapy.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2013

• We performed exome sequence analysis of affected relatives from breast cancer families negative for BRCA1/2 mutations in order to unmask new potential predisposing genes.
• Our group has analyzed a panel of more than 40 predisposition breast/ovarian cancer genes by massive sequencing in a control group of BRCA1/2 patients to finely-tune the given methodology.
• We have led a multicenter study to determine the prevalence of RAD51D disease-causing variants in Spanish breast/ovarian cancer families.
• We collaborated with the working groups of the Evidence Based Network for the Interpretation of Germline Mutant Alleles (ENIGMA) International Consortium in the evaluation of methodologies for DNA/RNA analysis, and alternative transcripts in BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes.
• We have also participated in the Consortium of Investigators of Modifiers of BRCA1/2 (CIMBA), which identified new modifier alleles for BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers.
• We confirmed that severe, late side effects induced by radiotherapy of breast cancer are associated to low levels of irradiation-induced apoptosis.
• In collaboration with the International Radiogenomics Consortium we participated in a meta-analysis on the association between fibrosis or overall toxicity and TGFB1 SNP rs1800469 c.-1347T>C in breast cancer patients.

SUMMARY

Our work focuses on two main lines of research: 1) genetic predisposition to hereditary breast/ovarian cancer, and 2) genetic predisposition to radiotherapy-induced toxicity.

Inherited predisposition to breast and ovarian cancer is caused by the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes, but only about one fourth of families carry mutations in these genes. We search for other alleles which might predispose to these types of cancer and use massive sequencing technologies to study panels of potentially predisposing genes in families tested negative for BRCA1 and BRCA2. Moreover, we are sequencing whole coding regions (exome) to discover new genes that might explain the presence of multiple cases of cancer in families and individual patients.

BRCA1/2 genes have an extraordinary high allelic heterogeneity and many results of genetic testing are variants with unknown biological significance. The analysis of these variants and other alterations in untranslated regions in both genes constitutes another area of intensive study. We carry out splicing studies, in silico analyses, and collaborate with other laboratories to develop multifactorial studies aimed at ascertaining the effect of variants with unknown clinical significance.

Radiotherapy represents the most effective non-surgical modality in the curative treatment of cancer. Around half of all cancer patients receive radiotherapy at some point during their treatment. While around 3-5% of individuals suffer from severe long-term side-effects, more experience moderate toxicity. There is now good evidence for the heritability of radiosensitivity as a trait as well as a growing interest in identifying the genetic variants associated with increased sensitivity to radiation. To identify those patients who will develop toxicity, we are investigating potential genetic and cellular markers for radiotherapy toxicity (allelic variants, cell apoptosis, and transcriptional profiles).
Principal Investigator
Jordi Giralt

Radiation Oncologists
Sergi Benavente
Xavier Maldonado
Meritxell Molla
Begoña Navaltropo
Mónica Ramos
Victoria Reyes
Ramona Verges
SUMMARY

Our group is integrated within the Radiation Oncology Department of the Vall d’Hebron University Hospital and is actively involved in the multidisciplinary treatment of patients with malignant tumors. We also participate as principal investigators or research collaborators in a number of important clinical trials, translational research projects, as well as technology development programs.

Current and future research priorities include the following main areas:

- The continued implementation of IMRT in gynecology, pediatric and gastrointestinal tumors.
- Development of an estereotactic extracranial radiotherapy program in lung and liver metastases.
- Implementing the total marrow irradiation program in bone marrow transplantation for patients with multiple myeloma.
- Achieving ISO 9001/2008 accreditation in the field of radiotherapy.
- The identification of factors associated with clinical response in advanced head and neck tumors treated with radiotherapy and cetuximab.

STRATEGIC GOALS

1. **Technology development.** Acquisition of new equipment to implement clinically the most modern treatment techniques such as rotational radiotherapy - with intensity modulated arc therapy (IMAT), adaptive radiotherapy and image-guided radiotherapy.

2. **Translational research.** Application of biological knowledge of both cancer and healthy tissue in order to individualize treatment to the characteristics of each patient and each tumor.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2013

- We achieved an increase in the number of patients treated with IMRT. In 2013 we treated 326 patients with IMRT, representing a 33% increase.
- The Adaptive and innovative Radiation Treatment FOR improving Cancer treatment outcomE (ARTFORCE) project was initiated in 2013. At present we have included 6 patients (see Figures).
- We started a dose escalation program using Image Guided RadioTherapy (IGRT), with fiducials.

To find out more about us, our research, publications and even our group’s horizons for 2014, visit the VHIO Scientific Report online at: http://memorias.vhio.net/2013/
STRATEGIC GOALS

1. Close multidisciplinary collaboration with the different professionals involved in thoracic malignancies diagnosis, management, and research.
2. Optimization of different treatment approaches to the management of early-stage lung cancer patients.
3. Implementation of personalized medicine using pharmacogenomic tools.
4. Consolidation of a translational research program.
6. Collaboration with other research groups dealing with thoracic malignancies.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2013

• 450 new lung cancer patients including 20 cases of mesothelioma and 5 thymomas.
• We continue to foster close multidisciplinary collaboration through our established lung cancer tumors committee which convenes twice a week.
• Implementation of pharmacogenomic approaches in advanced NSCLC (EGFR-mut, ALK, ROS1, FGFR1, Sequenom in EGFR-wt/ALK-wt), in collaboration with VHIO’s Cancer Genomics Group led by Ana Vivancos, and the Vall d’Hebron University Hospital’s Pathology Service working with Javier Hernández and Irene Sansano.
• Involvement in exome sequencing in NSCLC patients which resulted in a presentation at the 2013 Annual Meeting of the American Association of Clinical Oncology (ASCO), May 31 - 04 June, Chicago (USA).
• Enriqueta Felip presented on Women in oncology, how to develop an academic career, as invited speaker at the 2013 Annual Meeting of the American Association of Clinical Oncology (ASCO), May 31 - 04 June, Chicago (USA).
• The organization of the European Multidisciplinary Conference in Thoracic Oncology (EMCTO), 09 – 11 May 2013, Lugano (Switzerland).

SUMMARY

The main focus of the Thoracic Tumors Group is to tackle various aspects of lung cancer, one of the most frequently diagnosed tumors to-date. Our group concentrates on a number of areas ranging from disease prevention, early detection, more accurate techniques in diagnosis and staging, to advancing precision medicine and treatment of lung cancer. We are also highly dedicated to our program which centers on the rapid diagnosis of this tumor type.

In lung cancer patients with early-stage disease, we collaborate closely with thoracic surgeons and radiation therapists to better optimize the different treatment approaches and modalities set within a truly multidisciplinary setting. Since lung cancer patients sometimes suffer from severe symptoms associated with the disease, we strive to ameliorate these symptoms working in close connection with a number of professionals from other disciplines. In patients with advanced-stage disease, personalized therapy is now the standard approach and our key objective is the early implementation of molecular determinants to better select treatment options tailored to individual patients.

We actively contribute to VHIO’s efforts aimed at early clinical drug development, and also deal with other less common thoracic malignancies such as small-cell lung cancer, mesotheliomas, thymomas, and neuroendocrine tumors.
VHIO MULTIDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH PROGRAMS

CORE TECHNOLOGIES
VHIO’s Cancer Genomics, Molecular Oncology, Proteomics, and Translational Genomics Groups led by Ana Vivancos, Paolo Nuciforo, Francesc Canals, and Aleix Prat respectively, are responsible for the development of VHIO’s cutting-edge core technologies and platforms. These groups also pursue, implement, and develop their own independent research lines and projects.
STRATEGIC GOALS

1. We develop and implement improved strategies for routine patient pre-screening. We are actively developing NGS techniques to be used in our pre-screening program that facilitate increasingly cost-efficient mutation detection.
2. We provide cutting-edge applications in cancer genomics through the use of new technologies and protocol development.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2013

- We received International Standarization Organization ISO 15189:2007 accreditation for our MassARRAY platform. This reflects our commitment to generating high quality results for our patients. This accreditation covers the whole process from sample reception up to the delivery of data surrounding mutations in BRAF, EGFR, KRAS and EGFR oncogenes in particular.
- We have developed and validated a panel of over 500 amplicons in 56 genes that allow the interrogation of mutations in oncogenes as well as tumor suppressor genes. The amplicon panel, VHIO-Card, can be used with both the MassARRAY platform as well as the NextGen sequencing platforms.

SUMMARY

Our Cancer Genomics Group serves as a Core Technology at VHIO and is dedicated to bridging preclinical and clinical cancer science and discovery.

We provide services to preclinical and clinical researchers as well as lead our own research lines and projects in technology development and translational research. The lab is equipped with a genotyping platform (MassARRAY, Sequenom) and two NextGen sequencers: MiSeq and HiSeq2500, Illumina (see figure).

Our group is involved in VHIO’s pre-screening program and performs somatic mutation profiling with our genotyping platform in patients that are candidates to be enrolled in Phase I clinical trials. The molecular profile of each patient indicates his/her suitability for inclusion in a given clinical trial aimed at testing the usefulness of novel targeted therapies, such as PIK3CA, AKT1, BRAF or MEK inhibitors.

As a reflection of our commitment to excellence, we successfully met the requirements of the ISO 15189:2007 accreditation process in 2013. Our lab, along with VHIO’s Molecular Oncology laboratory led by Paolo Nuciforo, were both accredited with ISO 15189:2007 certification and we have consequently become one of the first research institutes in Spain to meet this standard. Issued by the Spanish National Accreditation Entity (ENAC), such accreditation situates VHIO in a privileged position, demonstrating its technical competencies, level of quality, standardization, validation of processes and staff training.

In collaboration with preclinical and clinical researchers working across several tumor types, we are also involved in a number of translational projects using next-generation sequencing (NGS), such as identifying mechanisms of resistance to targeted therapies, studying clonal populations, and defining novel therapeutic opportunities based on mutation profiles.

Protocol development and improving NextGen Sequencing also represent an important focus of our research activities, including the development of efficient strategies for our pre-screening program, involving FFPE-derived DNA and NextGen sequencing.

To find out more about us, our research, publications and even our group’s horizons for 2014, visit the VHIO Scientific Report online at: http://memorias.vhio.net/2013/
CORE TECHNOLOGIES

MOLECULAR ONCOLOGY GROUP
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STRATEGIC GOALS
1. Discovery and validation of novel biomarkers using tissue-based technologies.
2. Translate basic research findings into clinical application.
3. Apply molecular pathology strategies to clinical oncology.
4. Serve as a core facility for VHIO research programs.
5. Act as a central and local laboratory in clinical trials.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2013
• ISO 15189:2007 quality accreditation to conduct tissue-based analyses on clinical samples.
• Development of a laboratory information management system (VHIOPAT).
• Central laboratory for biorepository, biomarkers and CTC analyses in different national and international studies.
• Over 1,900 molecular determinations on samples for patient inclusion into clinical trials.
• Supported over 140 clinical trials for sample management and analyses.
• Supported basic and translation research programs with over 17,000 tests performed.

SUMMARY
The Molecular Oncology Group’s mission is to apply state-of-the-art tissue-based technologies to basic, translational, and clinical research with a clear focus on developing and validating novel tumor biomarkers for precision cancer medicine. Our group is one of VHIO’s Core Technology Platforms and is therefore central to VHIO’s research activities. We actively participate in all research projects involving the use of human tissue collected from patients including tissue banking, the development of primary xenograft models, and circulating tumor cells (CTC) analyses.

We currently provide support to more than 140 clinical trials conducted at Vall d’Hebron, which represents an increase of more than 35% compared to 2012. Our activities relating to clinical trials range from the coordination of sample collection, storage and shipment, developing and running multiple assays for real-time patient inclusion, as well as pharmacodynamic monitoring and dose finding.

In 2013, our laboratory successfully obtained the prestigious ISO 15189:2007 quality accreditation for running tissue-based analyses on clinical samples. During this year, we have performed over 1,900 molecular determinations on samples for patient inclusion into clinical trials and almost 17,000 tests to support basic and translation research programs, with a ~20% overall increase in activity as compared to 2012. We have also been the central laboratory for 5 international studies.

To find out more about us, our research, publications and even our group’s horizons for 2014, visit the VHIO Scientific Report online at: http://memorias.vhio.net/2013/
CORE TECHNOLOGIES PROTEOMICS GROUP

Principal Investigator
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Technician
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STRATEGIC GOALS

1. Provide services in proteomic techniques to other research groups as a core facility.
2. Explore the role of ADAM and ADAMTS metalloproteases in cancer through proteomic analysis.
3. Proteomic screening for new biomarkers to help develop cancer therapeutics.
4. Contribute to mapping the Chromosome 16 proteome as part of the Human Proteome Project.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2013

• The provision of proteomic services to VHIO and Vall d’Hebron University Hospital groups as well as to members of the ProteoRed-Instituto Salud Carlos III network.
• Work in progress towards the validation of a biomarker signature to facilitate patient selection and the monitoring of TGF-beta inhibitor-based treatment of glioma.
• Characterization of proteins shed by metalloproteases in breast cancer cells, using a new, highly efficient, proteomic methodology developed in our laboratory.
• Participation in the Spanish Consortium Chromosome 16 HPP (forming part of the HUPO Human Proteome Project).

SUMMARY

Proteomics is directed to the characterization of the entire set of proteins - proteome - expressed by a particular cell or tissue under specific physiological or pathological conditions. The application of proteomic technologies to cancer research is a rapidly expanding field - not only for basic research but also for the discovery of diagnostic or disease-progression biomarkers. We mainly focus on the application of proteomic techniques to the identification and characterization of substrates of metalloproteases involved in tumor progression. Metalloproteases of the ADAM and ADAMTS families are known to play a crucial role in the regulation of the tumor microenvironment by mediating the remodeling of the extracellular matrix and the cleavage of specific extracellular and membrane proteins.

Knowledge surrounding the substrates of these proteases in the context of tumor cells is required in order to elucidate their role in tumor growth and metastasis as well as evaluate their potential use as therapeutic targets. Our group employs mass spectrometry-based proteomic strategies to search for new substrates of these proteases and analyze their involvement in tumor progression. We also use proteomic techniques for screening and the validation of biomarkers for cancer diagnostics, personalized treatment and monitoring (see figure).

Our laboratory is a member of the Spanish Consortium Chromosome 16 HPP which forms part of the HUPO Human Proteome Project. This multicenter, international project aims to develop an entire map of the proteins encoded by the human genome following a chromosome-centric strategy to advance our understanding of human biology in health and disease. Focusing on important aspects of biology, this project is set to impact on ongoing disease-oriented research.

In parallel, as a core facility, we also provide state-of-the-art proteomic methodologies to VHIO research groups as well as implement new developments within the field to offer the very latest in proteomic strategies and technologies.

![Figure: Schematics of a workflow directed to the identification of protein biomarkers for the management of TGFbeta responsive glioma patients.](http://memorias.vhio.net/2013/)

To find out more about us, our research, publications and even our group’s horizons for 2014, visit the VHIO Scientific Report online at: [http://memorias.vhio.net/2013/](http://memorias.vhio.net/2013/)
CORE TECHNOLOGIES

TRANSLATIONAL GENOMICS GROUP

Principal Investigator
Aleix Prat

Clinical Research Technician
Patricia Galván

Specialist Physician in Breast Cancer (collaboration)
María Jesús Vidal Losada
STRATEGIC GOALS

1. Use genomic data to guide clinical trial design and biomarker development in order to identify more optimal treatment regimens for cancer patients.
2. Use gene expression data to better characterize different cancer types and better understand cancer biology.
3. Help implement gene expression-based tests in the clinical setting.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2013

• Implementation of the nCounter Nanostring and RNA-seq platforms.
• Implementation of the PROSIGNA® breast cancer test.
• Refinement of the pathology-based definition of the Luminal A subtype.
• Identification of subsets of patients with advanced HER2+ disease with high sensitivity to anti-HER2 therapies.
• Participation in the NEOERIBULIN clinical trial.
• Initiation of the PAMELA clinical trial.

SUMMARY

2013 has witnessed the arrival and establishment of VHIO’s Translational Genomics Group. In almost record time, we have successfully implemented the necessary technology, equipment and the various protocols to facilitate production of gene expression data in two different platforms (nCounter and RNAseq). In addition, we have completed two breast cancer gene expression-based datasets of 400 and 50 breast samples using the nCounter Nanostring and RNA-seq Illumina platforms, respectively. These two datasets will allow the correct identification and characterization of future breast samples. We have already started analyzing samples and providing scientific guidance and advice to several collaborators both at VHIO and overseas.

One of our major findings in 2013 was that the current immunohistochemical (IHC)-based definition of Luminal A breast cancer is suboptimal to identify those patients who do not need adjuvant chemotherapy. At the same time, we have proposed an improved version of the current IHC-based definition of Luminal A breast cancer using progesterone receptor expression levels. These findings have been incorporated in the 2013 St. Gallen International Consensus Guidelines for the systemic treatment of primary breast cancer and thus might have important clinical implications.

In two separate articles, we have provided new data regarding one of the intrinsic subtypes of breast cancer known as Basal-like. More specifically, in an analysis across 6 cancer types, we first showed Basal-like breast cancer to be a unique molecular entity that is more similar to squamous cell lung cancer than other breast tumors. This result actually suggests that Basal-like breast cancer might have a distinct cell-type of origin. Furthermore, we showed in another study that the current pathology-based triple-negative definition of the Basal-like subtype is still biologically heterogeneous and that gene expression data can help us to identify the different groups found within triple-negative disease.

Our group has participated in 24 articles providing scientific advice and/or performing gene expression analyses. Among them, we participated in 1 letter, 1 editorial, 8 original research articles: 5 as first author (and 2 of them as correspondent), 2 as second author and 1 as third author. The total Impact Factor of our group in 2013 totaled at 175.81.

Figure: Identification of a cancer type-specific 126-gene signature. GBM, glioblastoma multiforme; SQCLC, squamous cell lung cancer; LUAD, lung adenocarcinoma; CCR, colorectal adenocarcinoma.
VHIO MULTIDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH PROGRAMS

VHIO TRANSVERSAL CLINICAL TRIALS

CORE SERVICES & UNITS
Clinical Trials Office
Research Unit for Molecular Therapy of Cancer (UITM) - "la Caixa"

Clinical Research Oncology Nurses
Clinical Research Oncology Pharmacy Unit
VHIO TRANSVERSAL CLINICAL TRIALS CORE SERVICES & UNITS
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STRATEGIC GOALS

1. Contribute to the development of new treatments for cancer.
2. Consolidation as an international reference hospital for clinical trials in oncology.
3. Guide patients taking part in a trial to comply with the requirements of the protocol and to help them with daily life throughout this period.
4. Provide high quality data adhering to deadlines.
5. Facilitate the work and communication between the different staff involved in the trial (oncologists, nurses, pharmacists, pathologists, etc.).
6. Ensure that the protocol is appropriately conducted from the initiation to the close of the respective trial.
7. Standardize clinical trials process to assure quality and the compliance of Good Clinical Practice (GCP).
8. Organize an annual post-graduate course on clinical trials in oncology to train study coordinators, data managers, nurses and CRAs.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2013

• Increase in the number of patients enrolled in clinical trials Phase I, II and III.
• Increase in the number of clinical trials performed.
• Provided tailored training to our staff in order to improve the quality of their work and expand upon skills.
• Implemented new tools and procedures aimed at increasing the quality and efficacy of research.
• Conducted 13 sponsor audits with satisfactory results.
• Implementation of new software for clinical trial management.
• Organization of a new GCP training course for all oncology staff.

Clinical trials are one of the best treatment options since they compare current state-of-the-art treatment with a potentially superior treatment and may even offer new drugs to patients for whom there are no alternative treatments. All patients in our oncology department are therefore considered as potential candidates for inclusion in our clinical trials. Although all patients may not be eligible or do not agree to take part in a clinical trial, we offer this option to all who meet the necessary criteria as per the different research protocols.

As a highly established center in cancer treatment, it is of little surprise that we have witnessed an important growth in the number of patients currently starting a new treatment in clinical trials in our department (see figures I & II).

• The Vall d’Hebron University Hospital’s Oncology Department has gained much prestige which has been acknowledged by the pharmaceutical industry. It has consequently become a reference center selected by the industry to carry out complex clinical trials for which the number of participating centers is highly restricted - chosen for their high standards of quality and capacity to carry out state-of-the-art research. Hence, our hospital has taken part in phase I trials of different drugs and allowed the pharmaceutical industry to market novel therapies aimed at cancerous cells.

We take part in clinical trials promoted by the pharmaceutical industry as well as those developed in our department in collaboration with other hospitals.

• Finally, the Clinical Trials Office has been involved in training future study coordinators, data managers, nurses, and junior CRAs. Since 2005, we have continued to organize a 36-hour postgraduate course -- 2013 marked the 8th edition.

For more specific information about our clinical trials please visit our extended Scientific Report online at: http://memorias.vhio.net/2013/

FIGURE I: TOTAL ANNUAL RECRUITMENT IN CLINICAL TRIALS (PHASE I-II-III)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Included in phase I</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Included in phase II</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Included in phase III</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nº of patients included</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>673</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>843</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIGURE II: ANNUAL RECRUITMENT EVOLUTION (PHASE I-II-III TRIALS)

FIGURE III: ANNUAL DISTRIBUTION OF PHASE I,II AND III TRIALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Phase I trials</th>
<th>Phase II trials</th>
<th>Phase III trials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>843</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUMMARY

Set up in 1997, the Clinical Trials Office comprises an operational team conducting clinical trials at the Vall d’Hebron University Hospital’s Oncology Department with more than 30 professionals including study coordinators, data managers and administrative staff working on more than 230 trials. They are responsible for the logistics, coordination, data management and also the start-up process for new studies.

Each trial has an appointed coordinator and a data manager. Responsible for managing the procedures and assessments required in accordance with the protocol, the coordinator acts as the link between the study sponsor and the research team. The data manager provides the sponsor with all the necessary clinical data and monitors the quality of these data.

The Clinical Trials Office coordinates studies from Phase I to Phase III and is divided into three teams to cover all tumor groups and all trial phases. Our Office has conducted 232 actively recruiting trials and succeeded in recruiting and coordinating a total of 843 patients included in clinical trials. In addition, we are following up all patients that were recruited prior to 2013 who are still enrolled and receiving study treatment.

This year we have also organized a Good Clinical Practice (GCP) course with the aim of ensuring that all our staff involved in clinical trials is properly trained in GCP. Considering that they participate in several clinical trials from different sponsors, we wanted to offer a unique GCP training course independent of any sponsor in particular. This course has been certified by the Consell Català de Formació Continuada de Professions Sanitàries (CCFCPS) and La Comisión...
FIGURE IV: NUMBER OF CLINICAL TRIALS PER YEAR (PHASE I-II-III TRIALS)

during 2012-2013. Our course has recently been audited and successfully fulfills all the required criteria as an official GCP training.

**COMPARATIVE PATIENTS RECRUITED 2012-2013**

- Phase I: 345 (41%)
- Phase II: 257 (30%)
- Phase III: 241 (29%)

**Total:** 8,2% Increase

**COMPARATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF TRIALS 2012-2013**

- Phase I: 13,6% Increase
- Phase II: 12,9% Increase
- Phase III: 10,3% Decrease

**Total:** 5,9% Increase

**Phase I trials:** 75 (32%)

**Phase II trials:** 96 (42%)

**Phase III trials:** 61 (26%)
VHIO TRANSVERSAL CLINICAL TRIALS CORE SERVICES & UNITS

RESEARCH UNIT FOR MOLECULAR THERAPY OF CANCER (UITM) - "la Caixa"

Director of Clinical Research at Vhio
Josep Taberner

Principal Investigator, Early Clinical Drug Development Group, Medical Coordinator UITM
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Nurses’ Assistant
Alicia López

Secretary
Teresa Mendoza
In collaboration with VHIO’s Cancer Genomics and •

We have performed some of the most complex phase

Our Unit continues to report an annual increase in

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2013

1. To further expand our broad portfolio of the most promising novel therapies for cancer.
2. Perform molecular analysis of patient tumors in order to select the best possible treatment with the experimental treatments available.
3. To treat patients in Phase I trials within an optimal environment incorporating highly experienced and multidisciplinary cancer teams.
4. Link clinical research at UITM with the various preclinical and translational research groups at VHIO and collaborate with the different partners involved in drug development and translational research (phase I units, academic centers, international consortia of excellence, pharmaceutical companies).
5. Understand the mechanism of action of targeted therapies and to find predictive markers to better select in which cases these treatments work better.

STRATEGIC GOALS

SUMMARY

Inaugurated in June 2010, thanks to the support received from the Welfare Projects Unit of the “la Caixa” Foundation, the Research Unit for Molecular Therapy of Cancer (UITM) - “la Caixa”, is dedicated to complex clinical trials with drugs in early development (Phase I and early Phase II trials), focusing on novel targets. Occupying a total surface area of 1000 m² our Unit is located within the General Area of the Vall d’Hebron University Hospital.

Due to such a privileged environment with direct access to patients, coupled with VHIO’s translational approach to research and superb scientific framework, our Unit has rapidly established itself as one of the few comprehensive facilities in Europe to transform latest discovery into benefits for patients in record time.

UITM promotes tight connectivity between healthcare and research which enables us to establish new treatment models for patients with highly selective drugs, expanding the knowledge of tumor diseases and how to treat them in an individualized way - getting the right drug to the right patient at the right time. As the figures show, we are gradually doing so for an increasing number of patients. In 2013, 75 phase I clinical trials were performed at the Unit with a total of 345 patients enrolled. It is thanks to the Unit’s facilities coupled with the excellent multidisciplinary clinical teams, that we continue to expand our portfolio of phase I trials.

Research carried out at our Unit by VHIO’s Early Clinical Drug Development Group ( see pages 42 - 43), focuses on the development of new drugs based on the molecular profile of each tumor as well as the optimization of treatment regimes using combinations of new drugs with those already existing. In line with VHIO’s translational model, research is also linked with other research areas carried out by VHIO groups, connecting molecular biology and optimal tumor models with pharmacology and innovative clinical research. VHIO scientists also collaborate closely in the trials to facilitate biomarker development, a profound understanding of the mechanism of action, as well as research into mechanisms of resistance.

In partnership with VHIO’s Molecular Oncology, and Translational Cancer Genomics groups (see Core Technologies, pages 58 - 67) we perform molecular analysis of the patients’ tumors in order to select the best possible treatment with the experimental therapeutics available. Furthermore, thanks to the technology platforms provided by VHIO’s Cancer Genomics and Translational Cancer Genomics groups including MiSeq and nCounter Nanostring respectively, we will continue to up the tempo in driving faster, more precise mutational analysis of tumor-suppressor genes as well as translocations and gene amplifications.

The UITM incorporates a multidisciplinary team comprised of medical oncologists, clinical trial coordinators and data managers, nurses and nurse technicians, pharmacists, as well as administrative personnel. Excellent patient treatment and care as well as pioneering research is also made possible thanks to the collaboration with many other oncology professionals including pathologists from the Vall d’Hebron University Hospital’s Molecular Pathology Department, radiologists and interventional radiologists, as well as the Clinical Trials Office, Database Management, and healthcare specialists (dermatologists, cardiologists, ophthalmologists).

To find out more about the full spectrum of clinical trials (Phases I - III) at Vall d’Hebron, as well as our Transversal Clinical Trials Services and Units, please see pages 70 - 73 and pages 76 - 80.

For more specific information about our clinical trials please visit our extended Scientific Report online at: http://memorias.vhio.net/2013/
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SUMMARY

Clinical trials in oncology are essential for both the identification of new, more effective therapies for cancer as well as improving outcomes such as survival, side effect profiles, combination therapies and quality of life.

Such advances in cancer care and the development of more effective cancer therapeutics depend on an optimal clinical trial process.

Clinical Research Oncology Nurses play a key role in that process by assuming a variety of roles including identifying trends in side effects, collaborating with the multidisciplinary team to develop and evaluate patient management, contributing to the scientific process by collating quality data as well as providing excellence in nursing care and symptom management of trial participants.

VHIO’s Clinical Research Oncology Nurses, specialized in molecular treatments, are headed by Angeles Peñuelas and represent a critical and expert element of the multidisciplinary oncology team involved in clinical trials managed by VHIO’s Research Unit for Molecular Therapy of Cancer (UITM) - “la Caixa” (see page 74 - 75 for more information) and the Clinical Trials Office (see page 70 - 73). Incorporating medical oncologists, specialists in molecular pathology, pharmacists exclusively dedicated to this field (see VHIO’s Clinical Research Oncology Pharmacy Unit on page 78), clinical research oncology nurses and study coordinators, VHIO’s multidisciplinary approach means that the patient receives the full range of expertise for his/her illness as well as detailed advice on the characteristics of his/her particular treatment.
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STRATEGIC GOALS

1. Achieve excellence in the quality of service we provide to the different clinical oncology research programs through optimal efficacy, efficiency and safety. Ensure traceability of management and preparation of drugs for clinical trials.
2. Provide and ensure maximum control of the storage temperature of samples and preparations.
3. Increase documented control of drugs returned by patients.
4. Provide instructions and indications to patients for orally administered treatments.
5. Final Implementation and validation of a traceability program in clinical trial supplies management (storage, dispensation and accountability), to be enhanced through an interphase with the traceability program used in the Cytostatics and monoclonal antibodies preparation Unit: ISISH-TRI program.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2013

- Opening of new facilities: the Clinical Research Oncology Pharmacy Unit is located in close proximity to the Research Unit for Molecular Therapy of Cancer (UITM) - “la Caixa” (please see pages 74 - 75 of this Scientific Report), with the incorporation of new computerized and technological systems for the management, control and storage of clinical trial drugs. We have optimized the service by bringing it physically closer to the UITM, thereby facilitating integration with the rest of the research team.
- Centralization of all preparations in clinical trials with the opening of the pharmacy unit.
- Implementation of the traceability system: ISISH-TRI program.
- CFMTrials computerized system: traceability system for the management, control and storage of clinical trial supplies to both ensure and record the traceability of the relevant documentation of both the trials in digital format and the supplies upon reception until they are dispensed (oral medication or drugs for intravenous infusion). Documentation is transferred electronically to the traceability system of the preparation unit, thereby minimizing the possibility of medication errors.
- Clinical and technical support of the process of prescription/preparation/administration of cytostatics in clinical trials, providing an e-record of all actions, users, dates and times.
- Batches and expiry dates of the products used. Use of electronic technologies and computerized processes: voice technology (Voice-Directed Work, Vocollect). The master database of the traceability project for study drug dispensation and storage is currently under design.
- Design of electronic medical order prescriptions for study drugs of oral and iv administration for phase I clinical trials.
- Implementation of the qualitative and quantitative quality control system for cytostatic preparations in clinical trials, which will guarantee the preparation of the correct trial drugs at the right dosage, without medication errors.
- Improvement of our pharmaceutical care program by providing written information extracted from the Infowin program during the interviews to select and/or polymedicate patients.

SUMMARY

Our Unit is ISO 9001:2008 certified and associated with the Medical Oncology Programs of the Vall d’Hebron University Hospital.

Our clinical research activities are carried out through two different programs:

- The Oncology Pharmaceutical Care Program is responsible for preparing cytostatics, monoclonal antibodies, biological products and other parenteral anti-cancer drugs used in clinical trials, and for monitoring the clinical activity in our patients. This program incorporates a team of pharmacists specializing in hospital and oncology pharmacy, as well as laboratory technicians.
- The Pharmacological Research in Oncology Support Program comprises a team of pharmacists and laboratory technicians specialized in clinical trials. The program is dedicated to managing, storing, issuing and controlling samples for clinical trials in oncology.

In 2013 our activity centered on the following main areas:

- Management of clinical trial drugs: we have managed clinical trial drugs for 242 active clinical trials in oncology. The number of deliveries of clinical trial supplies totaled at 2,886 in 2013.
- Maintenance of a novel system for controlling storage temperature: performing electronic temperature recordings every 5 minutes. These readings are displayed on the program’s computers equipped
with an audio and visual alarm as well as a system for sending an alert via SMS to the pharmacist on duty, continuously for 24 hours in case of temperature deviations.

• **Maintenance and improved efficiency of a new safety drug accountability procedure for drugs returned by patients:** this allows either our unit’s personnel or that of the sponsor to perform drug accountability and verify treatment compliance safely using a Cabin Vertical Laminar FLOW (CVLF). The study drug returned by the patient is accounted for by pharmacy personnel in Cabin Vertical Laminar Flow (CVLF) and the pills are kept in a transparent and sealed bag. This year, our unit has carried out drug accountability for drugs returned by patients from 85 clinical trials.

• **Ensuring and implementing traceability of the management of storage, custody and dispensing of clinical trial drugs:** the design of a computerized storage area for controlling samples, their location, expiry dates and traceability using a barcode reader. ISISH-TRI program system.

• **Design and validation of the drug preparation process traceability system:** qualitative and quantitative quality control of the computerized system that incorporates barcode technology, electronic scales and voice technology (Verbio Speech Technologies-Directed Work system).

• **Support for, and liaison with, the trial sponsors:** dispensing personnel have participated in 25 pre-study visits, 95 initial visits, 991 follow-up visits, 44 final visits, as well as successfully passing 14 audits. In addition, preparation staff has participated in 3 pre-study visits, 96 initial visits, 122 follow-up visits, and 9 audits.

• **Dispensing:** a total of 15,775 clinical trial drugs have been dispensed with the validation of a pharmacist. 6,518 of these are for orally administered clinical trial drugs. The conditioning and re-labeling of the primary containers for clinical trial drugs have also been performed. A total of 208 Standardized Dispensing Procedures have also been drawn up and updated. 216 storage temperature data reports have been compiled.

• **Preparations:** a total of 8,675 preparations of cytostatics, monoclonal antibodies and other parenteral antitumor drugs for clinical trials have been carried out. A total of 81 Standardized Preparation Procedures have been drawn up.

• **Collateral:** we have prepared documentation relating to each clinical trial for medical and nursing staff as well as for patients, ranging from standard operating procedures to instructions and related forms for patients. In 2013, 135 different antineoplastic therapeutic regimens were computerized, 22 standard operating procedures compiled, and 19 patient-orientated documents produced. Our dispensing unit has also prepared 12 diaries and Instructions for patients.

• **Development of our pharmaceutical care program for patients enrolled in Phase I clinical trials:** activity was extended to all Phase I clinical trials involving oral medication. The pharmacological history of patients was recorded and the usual treatment reconciled with that being studied. Patients and researchers were informed regarding potential drug-drug interactions of the study drug with others/concomitant complementary therapies and administration of the drug recorded through patient interviews as well as the subsequent accountability for medication returned. During 2013 we carried out a total of 808 visits to patients in Phase I clinical trials, 321 pre-screening visits, 278 screening visits, and 209 follow-up visits.

• **Improved pharmaceutical care of patients enrolled in Phase I/II trials:** through diaries and instructions for patients in all trials (Phase I, II i, III) involving orally administered drugs.

• **ISO 9001:2008 certification renewed.**
Full listing of articles published by VHIO Investigators in 2013

Articles published by VHIO Investigators in 2013 with allocated Impact Factor


Prognostic Impact of Pregnancy after Breast Cancer According to Estrogen Receptor Status: A Multicenter Retrospective Study. Azim, Jr., Hatem A; Kroman, Niels; Paesmans, Marianne; Gelber, Shari; Rotmensz, Nicole; Ameye, Lieveke; De Mattos-Arruda, Leticia; Pittillari, Barbara; Pinto, Alvaro; Jensen, Maj-Britt; Cordoba, Octavi de Azambuja, Evandro; Goldhirsh, Aron; Piccart, Martine J; Peccatori, Fedro A. 2013. J Clin Oncol 31: 73-79. IF: 18.038

Prognostic Significance of Progesterone Receptor-Positive Tumor Cells Within Immunohistochemically Defined Luminal A Breast Cancer. Pratt A, Cheang MC, Martin M, Parker JS, Carrasco
A renewable tissue resource of phenotypically stable, biologically and ethnically diverse, patient-derived human breast cancer xenograft models. Zhang X; Claerhout S; Prat A; Dobrolecki L; Petrovic I; Lai Q; Lutgens M; Wiechmann L; Schirff R; Giuliano K; Wong H; Fuqua S; Contreras A; Gutierrez C; Huang J; Mao S; Pavlidis A; Froelich AM; Wu MF; Tsimelzon A; Milesenbeck SG; Chen E; Zuloga P; Shaw C; Rimawi MF; Perou CM; Mills GB; Chang JC; Lewis MT. 2013. Cancer Res 73: 4885-4897. IF: 8.650

Constitutive HER2 Signaling Promotes Breast Cancer Metastasis through Cellular Senescence. Angelini PD; Fluck MF; Pedersen K; Parra-Palau JL; Guim M; Bernadó Morales C; Vicario R; Luque-García A; Navalpattrap N; Giralt J; Canals F; Gorim RS; Tabernero J; Baselga J; Villanueva J; Arribas J. 2013. Cancer Res 73: 450-458. IF: 8.650

Genome-Wide Association Study in BRCA1 Mutation Carriers Identifies Novel Loci Associated with Breast and Ovarian Cancer Risk. Couch FJ; Wang X; Mcguiggof L; Lee A; Olswold C; Kuchenbaecker KB; Soucy P; Frederiksen Z; Barrowdale D; Dennis J; Gaudet M; Dicks E; Kosel M; Healey S; Sinilnikova OM; Lee A; Baco T; Vincent D; Hogervorst FB; Peocik S; Stoppa-Lyonnet D; Jakubowska A; Investigators K; Radice P; Schmutzler RK; Domchek SM; Piedmonte M; Singer CF; Friedman E; Thomasen M; Hansen TV; Neuhausen SL; Zito CB; Blanco I; Greene MH; Karlan BY; Garber J; Phelan CM; Weitzel JN; Montagna M; Olah E; Andruslius G; Greenland AK; Yannoukakos D; Goldgar DE; Caldes T; Nevalinni H; Osorio A; Terry MB; Daly MB; van Reusberg JM; Hamann U; Ramus SJ; Ewart-Toland A; Caligo MA; Olopade A; Tung N; Claes K; Beattie MS; Soule MC; Imyanitov EN; Tschichowitz M; Janavicius R; John EM; Kwong A; Diez O; Balmaña J; Barkendorftt RB; Arun BK; Rennert G; Teo SH; Ganz PA; Campbell I; van der Hout AH; van Deurzen CH; Howard J; Pajic M; Albino D; Swanson J; De Tjedden M; Rennert H; Darmstadt A; Balmaña J; Hahn WC; Kim SY; Baselga J. 2013. J Natl Cancer Inst 105: 1912. IF: 14.336

Epigenetic Inactivation of the BRCA1 Interactor SRBC and Resistance to Oxaliplatin in Colorectal Cancer. Moutinho C; Martinz-Cardús A; Santos C; Navarro-Pérez V; Martinz-Balibrea E; Martinez-Cardús A; Serru V; Eichhorn PJ; García-García C; Prat A; Arribas J; Hahn WC; Kim SY; Baselga J; Gómez P; Greil R; Braga S; Climent MA; Wardley A; Tabernero J; Reis-Filho JS; Seoane J. 2013. Nat Rev Clin Oncol 10: 143-153. IF: 15.031


First-in-Humans Trial of an RNA Interference Therapeutic Targeting VEGF and KSP in Cancer Patients with Liver Involvement. Tabernero J; Shapoori GI; Lorusso PM; Cervantes A; Schwartz GK; Weiss GJ; Paz-Ares L; Cho DC; Infante JR; Alisina M; Gounder MM; Falzone R; Harrop J; Seila White AC; Toudjarska I; Bumcroft D; Meyers RE; Hinkle G; Svrzikapa N; Hutabarat RM; Classen VA; Cefesky J; Nochur SV; Garnham-Vitalo C; Cawash A; Sah DW; Gollob JA; Burns HA. 2013. Cancer Discov 3: 1238-1244. IF: 10.143

Gene-targeted therapy with PI-3K inhibition improves colorectal cancer classification and cetuximab treatment prediction. Sun T; Simon I; Moreno V; Roeper P; Tabernero J; Snel M; Van’t Veer L; Salazar R; Bernards R; Capella G. 2013. Gut 62: 540-549. IF: 10.732

Comparison of the clinical prediction model PREMM2.6 and molecular testing for the systematic identification of Lynch syndrome in colorectal cancer. Kasirios F; Steyerberg EW; Balmaña J; Mercado R; Gallinger S; Haile R; Casey G; Hopper JL; Lemarchand L; Lindor NM; Newcomb PA; Thibodeau SN; Syngal S. 2013. Gut 62: 272-273. IF: 10.732

Clinical response to a lapatinib-based therapy of a Li-Fraumeni Syndrome patient with a novel HER2-V659E mutation. Serra V; Vivancos A; Puente KS; Felipe E; Silberschmidt D; Caratu G; Parra JL; De Mattos-Arruda L; Grujose J; Hernandez-Losa J; Arribas J; Prudkin L; Nuñoro P; Scattitri M; Seoane J; Baselga J. 2013. Cancer Discov 3: 406-417. IF: 10.143


MicroRNA-34c inhibits human breast tumour chemotherapy resistance by regulating TWIF1 and IL-11. Bokhorn J; Dalton R; Nwachuku C; Huang S; Prat A; Yee K; Chang YF; Huo D; Wen Y; Swanson KE; Qiu T; Lu J; Young Park S; Eileen Dolan M; Perou CM; Olopade OI; Clarke MF; Greene GL; Liu H. 2013. Nat Commun 4: 1393-0. IF: 10.143

Inhibition of Myc family proteins eradicate Kras-driven lung cancer in mice. Sousck, Laura; Whitfield, Jonathan R; Sodir, Nicole C; Masso-Velles, Daniel; Serrano, Erika; Karnezis, Anthony N; Swigart, Lamorna Brown; Evan, Gerard I. 2013. Genes Dev 27: 504-513. IF: 12.444

mTORC1 Inhibition Is Required for Sensitivity to PI3K p110alpha Inhibitors in PIK3CA-Mutant Breast Cancer. Elakbet, Moshe; Vora, Sachna; Juric, Dejan; Morse, Natasha; Mino-Kenudson, Mari; Muranen, Taru; Tao, Jessica; Campos, Ana Bosch; Rodon, Jordi; Ibrahim, Yasir H; Serra, Violeta; Rodnik-Outmezguine, Vanessa; Hazra, Saswati; Singh, Sharat; Kim, Phillip; Quadt, Cornelia; Liu, Manway; Huang, Alan; Rosen, Neil; Engelmann, Jeffrey A; Scalltriti, Maurizio; Baselga, Jose. 2013. SCI TRANSL MED 5: 196a99. IF: 10.757

Nuclear Determinants of the Response to PI3K inhibitory Agents. Zuloaga P; Shaw C; Rimawi MF; Perou CM; Mills GB; Chang JC; Lewis MT. 2013. Cancer Res 73: 9369-9378. IF: 14.336

Phase II Study of Everolimus in Patients with Metastatic Colorectal Adenocarcinoma Previously Treated with Bevacizumab-, Fluoropyrimidine-, Oxaliplatin-, and Irinotecan-Based Regimens. Ng K; Tabernero J; Hwang J; Bajetta E; Sharma S; Del Prete SA; Arrowsmith ER; Ryan DP; Sedova M; Jin J; Malek K; Fuchs CS. 2013. Clin Cancer Res 19: 3987-3995. IF: 7.837

Predicting Drug Responsiveness in Human Cancers Using Genetically Engineered Mice. Usery JE; Zhao W; Darr D; Roberts PJ; Liu M; Ballella L; Karginova O; Jordan J; Combist A; Bridges AS; Prat A; Cheang MC; Herschkowitz JI; Rosen JM; Zamboni W; Sharpless N; Perou CM. 2013. Clin Cancer Res 19: 4889-4899. IF: 7.837

Sorafenib in Combination with Oxaliplatin, Leucovorin, and Fluourouracil (Modified FOLFIRX) as First-line Treatment of Metastatic Colorectal Cancer: The RESPECT Trial. Tabernero J; Garcia-Carbonero R; Cassidy J; Sobrero A; Van Cutsem E; Kohne CH; Tejpar S; Glöckl O; Davidenkov I; Salazar R; Vladimirova L; Chepurov S; Burdaeva O; Rivera F; Samuel L; Bulavinova I; Potter V; Chang YL; Lokker NA; O’Dwyer PJ. 2013. Clin Cancer Res 19: 2541-2550. IF: 7.837

Targeting FGFR with Dovitinib (TK1258): Preclinical and Clinical Data in Breast Cancer. André F; Bachet T; Caponne M; Dalcin F; Perez-Garcia JM; Hurvitz SA; Turner N; Rugo H; Smith JW; Deudon S; Shi M; Zhang Y; Kay A; Graus Porta D; Yovine A; Baselga J. 2013. Clin Cancer Res 19: 3693-3702. IF: 7.837


A randomized, placebo-controlled phase 2 study of ganimab or conatumumab in combination with FOLFIRI for second-line treatment of mutant KRAS metastatic colorectal cancer. Cohn AL; Tabernero J; Maurel J; Nowara E; Sastre J; Chua H; Kopp MV; Sakaeva DD; Mitchell EP; Dubey S; Suzuki S; Hei YJ; Galimi F; McCaffrey J; Pan Y; Leborg R; Cottrell S; Choo SP. 2013. Ann Oncol 24: 1777-1785. IF: 7.834

Adjuvant therapy with cetuximab for locally advanced squamous cell carcinoma of the oropharynx: results from a randomized, phase II prospective trial. Mesia R; Aueda A; Vera R; Lozano A; Medina JA; Aguadí A; Arias F; Tranià G; Carles J; López-López R. 2013. Ann Oncol 24: 448-453. IF: 7.834

Early and locally advanced non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC): ESMO Clinical Practice Guidelines for diagnosis, treatment and follow-up. Vansteenkiste J; De Ruystcher D; Eberhardt WE; Lim E; Senan S; Felip E; Peters S. 2013. Ann Oncol 24: 89-98. IF: 7.834

Factors associated with surgical management following neoadjuvant therapy in patients with primary HER2-positive breast cancer: results from the NeoALTTO phase III trial. Criscitiello C; Azim HA; Agbor-Tah D; de Azambuja E; Piccart M; Baselga J; Eitdmann H; Di Cosimo S; Bradbury I; Rubio IT. 2013. Ann Oncol 24: 1980-1985. IF: 7.834


First-line bevacizumab in combination with chemotherapy for HER2-negative metastatic breast cancer: pooled and subgroup analyses of data from 2447 patients. Miles DW; Diéras V; Cortés J; Duene AA; Yi J; O’Shaughnessy J. 2013. Ann Oncol 24: 2773-2780. IF: 7.834

Genomic aberrations in the FGFR pathway: opportunities for targeted therapies in solid tumors. Dienstmann R; Rodon J; Prat A; Perez-Garcia J; Adamo B; Felip E; Cortés J; Iafrieta AJ; Nuñez P; Tabernero J. 2013. Ann Oncol 24: Nov 20. IF: 7.834

Health-related quality-of-life assessment in CLEOPATRA, a phase III study combining pertuzumab with trastuzumab and docetaxel in metastatic breast cancer. Cortés J, Baselga J; Im YH; Im SA; Pivot X; Ross G; Clark E; Knott A; Swain SM. 2013. Ann Oncol 24: 2630-2635. IF: 7.834

HER2 in high-risk rectal cancer patients treated in EXPERT-C, a randomized phase II trial of neoadjuvant capecitabine and oxaliplatin (CAPOX) and chemoradiotherapy (CRT) with or without cetuximab . Scalfani F; Roy A; Cunningham D; Wotherspoon A;
Peckitt C; Gonzalez de Castro D; Tabernero J; Glimelius B; Cervantes A; Elfahri Z; Oates J; Chau I. 2013. Ann Oncol 24: 3123-3128. IF: 7.384

Management of the axilla in early breast cancer patients in the genomic era. Oliveira M; Cortés J; Bellét M; Balmain J; De Mattos-Arruda L; Gómez P; Muñoz E; Ortega V; Pérez J; Saura C; Vidal M; Rubio IF; Di Cosimo S. 2013. Ann Oncol 24: 1163-1170. IF: 7.384

Pertuzumab plus trastuzumab in combination with standard neoadjuvant anthracycline-containing and anthracycline-free chemotherapy regimens in patients with HER2-positive early breast cancer: a randomized phase II cardiac safety study (TRYPHAENA). Schneeweiss A; Chia S; Hickish T; Harvey V; Eniu A; Hegg R; Tausch C; Tsai YF; Ratnayake J; McNally V; Ross G; Cortés J. 2013. Ann Oncol 24: 2278-2284. IF: 7.384


A dominant-negative N-terminal fragment of HER2 frequently expressed in breast cancers. Moroncho B; Parra-Palau JL; Ibrahim YH; Bernadó Morales C; Peg V; Bech-Serra JJ; Pandiella A; Canals F; Baselga J; Rubió I; Arribas J. 2013. Oncogene 32: 1452-1459. IF: 7.384

PELO negatively regulates HER receptor signalling and metastasis. Pedersen K; Canals F; Prat A; Tabernero J; Arribas J. 2013. Oncogene. IF: 7.384


Establishing the origin of metastatic deposits in the setting of multiple primary malignancies: The role of massively parallel sequencing. De Mattos-Arruda L; Bidard FC; Won HH; Cortes J; Ng CK; Pegg V; Nuñcorpo P; Jungbluth AA; Weigel B; Berger MF; Seoane J; Reis-Filho JS. 2013. Mol Oncol 8: 150-158. IF: 7.601

Potential biomarkers of long-term benefit from single-agent trastuzumab or lapatinib in HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer. Montemurro F; Prat A; Rossi V; Valabrega G; Sperinde J; Peraldo-Neia C; Donadio M; Galván P; Sapino A; Aglietta M; Baselga J; Scaltriti M. 2013. Mol Oncol. IF: 7.601

Clinical Subtypes and Molecular Characteristics of Serrated Polyposis Syndrome. Guarinos C; Sánchez-Fortún C; Rodríguez-Solómer M; Pérez-Carbonell L; Egoavil C; Herráiz M; Marín-Gabriel JC; Balmain J; Cuatrejas M; Balaguer F; Castells A; Soto JL; Alenda C; Payá A; Jover R. 2013. Clin Gastroenterol Hepatol 11: 705-711.

About 1% of the breast and ovarian Spanish families testing negative for BRCA1 and BRCA2 are carriers of RAD51D pathogenic variants. Gutiérrez-Enríquez S; Bonache I; Ruiz de Garibay G; Osorio A; Santamaria M; Ramón Y Cajal T; Fernández-Carrión E; Tenás A; Yañovsky K; Barroso A; Montalban G; Blanco A; Cornet M; Gadea N; Infante M; Caldes T; Díaz-Rubio E; Balmain J; Vega A; Benítez J; de la Hoya M. 2013. Hum Mutat. IF: 7.648

Clinical colorectal cancer subtypes predict chemotherapeutic benefit, deficient mismatch repair and epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition. Roepman P; Schicker A; Tabernero J; Majewski I; Tian S; Moreno V; Schlenger M; Chiusolo P; Rosenberger P; Levis S; Macarulla T; Capella G; Salazar R; Orphanides G; Wessels LF; Bernards R; Simon V; Bartsch K; Weber J; de la Hoya M. 2013. Int J Cancer 134: 552-562. - O. IF: 7.618

Colorectal cancer subtypes predict chemotherapy benefit, deficient mismatch repair and epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition. Roepman P; Schicker A; Tabernero J; Majewski I; Tian S; Moreno V; Schlenger M; Chiusolo P; Rosenberger P; Levis S; Macarulla T; Capella G; Salazar R; Orphanides G; Wessels LF; Bernards R; Simon V; Bartsch K; Weber J; de la Hoya M. 2013. Int J Cancer 134: 552-562. - F. IF: 6.198

Contribution of ADAMTS1 as a tumor suppressor gene in human breast carcinoma. Linking its tumor inhibitory properties to its proteolytic activity on nidogen-1 and nidogen-2. Infante M; Díez O; Arruda L; Gómez P; Muñoz E; CK; Pedersen K; Canals F; Prat A; Rossi V; Valabrega G; Sperinde J; Pérez-Segura P; Díaz-Rubio E; Velasco EA; Caldes T; de la Hoya M. 2013. Hum Mutat. IF: 7.523

Evaluation of Rare Variants in the New Fanconi Anemia Gene ERCC4 (FANCQ) as Familial Breast/Ovarian Cancer Susceptibility Alleles. Osorio A; Bolligio M; Fernández V; Barroso A; de la Hoya M; Caldes T; Lasa A; Cajal TR; Santamaria M; Vega A; Quiles F; Lázaro C; Díez O; Fernández D; González-Sarmento R; Durán M; Piqueras JR; Prat A; Moniz PJ; Sauras J; Benítez J. 2013. Hum Mutat. IF: 7.523

Intravenous aflibercept in patients with platinum-resistant, advanced ovarian cancer: Results of a Randomized, Double-Blind, Phase 2, Parallel-Arm Study. Tew WP; Colombo N; Ray-Coquillard J; Del Campo JM; Oza A; Pereira D; Mammoliti S; Matei D; Scambia G; Tonkin K; Shun Z; Stermans LN; Sippinger DR. 2013. Cancer. IF: 7.501

Biochemical markers of bone turnover and clinical outcome in patients with renal cell and bladder carcinoma with bone metastases following treatment with zoledronic acid: The TUGAMO study. Alcaraz A; González-López R; Morote J; de la Piedra C; Meseguer C; Esteban E; Cimient M; González-Gragera B; Alvarez-Ossorio JL; Chirivella I; Mellado B; Kara PC; Vázquez F; Contreras JA; Carles J; Murias A; Calderero V; Comet-Batlle J; González-Del Alba A; León-Mateos L; Mañas A; Segarra J; Lassa A; González-Enquiga C; Méndez MJ; Sampier P; Unda M; Mahillo-Fernández I; Bellmunt JM. 2013. Br J Cancer 109: 121-130. IF: 5.082


Mean overall survival gain with aflibercept plus FOLFIRI vs placebo plus FOLFIRI in patients with previously treated metastatic
colorectal cancer. Joufain F; Proskorovsky I; Allegra C; Taberner J; Hoyle M; Igboal SJ; Van Cutsem E. 2013. *Br J Cancer* 109: 1735-1743. IF: 5.082


Alfilercept versus placebo in combination with fluorouracil, leucovorin and irinotecan in the treatment of previously treated metastatic colorectal cancer: Prespecified subgroup analyses from the VELOUR trial. Taberner J; Van Cutsem E; Lakomý J; Doorenbos J; Aktan G; Pritchard KI; Wolff AC; Smith I; Jackisch C; Lang I; Schmid HJ; Taberner J. 2013. *Eur J Cancer* 49: 2476-2485. IF: 5.061

Improving outcomes in colorectal cancer: Where do we go from here? Van Cutsem E; Borràs JM; Castells A; Ciardello F; Ducrueux M; Haq A; Schmid HJ; Taberner J. 2013. *Eur J Cancer* 49: 2476-2485. IF: 5.061

Open-label, multicentre expansion cohort to evaluate imatugazumab in pre-treated patients with KRAS-mutant advanced colorectal carcinoma. Delord JP; Taberner J; García-Carbonero R; Cervantes A; Gomez-Roca C; Bergé Y; Capdevila J; Paz-Ares L; Roda A. *VEGFR-1 to -3 oral tyrosine kinase inhibitor, in patients with colorectal carcinoma.* Segura V; Medina-Aunon JA; Guriuceaga E; Gharbi SI; González-Tejedo C; Sánchez Del Pino MM; Canals F; Fuentes M; Casal J; Martínez-Bartolomé S; Elortza F; Mato JM; Arzimendi JM; Abian J; Oliveira E; Gil C; Vivanco F; Blanco F; Albar JP; Corrales FJ. 2013. *J Proteome Res* 12: 112-112. IF: 5.056

Surfing Transcriptional Landscapes. A Step beyond the Annotation of Chromosome 16 Proteome. Segura V; Medina-Aunon A; Mora M; Martínez-Bartolomé S; Abian J; Aitoria K; Antúnez O; Arzimendi JM; Azkargorta M; Barceló-Batllón; S; Beaskoetxea J; Bech-Serra JJ; Blanco FJ; Monteiro MB; Cáceres D; Canals F; Carrascal R; Casal J; Clemente F; Colome S; Dasilva N; Diaz P; Elortza F; Fernández-Puente P; Fuentes M; Gallardo O; Gharbi SI; Gil C; González-Tejedo C; Hernández ML; Lombarda M; Lopez-Lucendo MI; Marcilla M; Mato JM; Mendes ML; Oliveira E; Orera I; Pascual-Montano A; Prieto G; Ruiz-Romero C; Sánchez Del Pino MM; Tabasarán Madrid; Valero M; Vialas V; Villanueva J; Albar JP; Corrales FJ. 2013. *J Proteome Res* 12: 112-112. IF: 5.056

Composition of the HLA-DR-associated human thymus peptidome. Collado JA; Alvarez I; Ciudad MT; Espinosa G; Canals F; Pujol-Borrell R; Carrascal M; Abian J; Arajarameda Q. 2013. *J Immunol* 43: 2273-2282. IF: 4.970


Phase I-IIa study of BMS-690514, an EGFR, HER-2 and -4 and Protein Kinase and EphA2 Biomarkers for NSCLC. Garcia AM; Gladieff RR; Crespo C; Davis C; Rodriguez DA; López-Vega JM; Furíó V; Garcia AM; Casas M; Ellis MJ; Berry DA; Pitcher BN; Harris L; Ruiz A; Winer E; Hudis C; Slijemen I; Tuck DP; Carrasco E; Peruó CM; Bernard PS. 2013. *Breast Cancer Res Treat* 138: 457-466. IF: 4.469

A multicenter trial evaluating retaspimycin HCL (IPI-504) plus trastuzumab in patients with advanced or metastatic HER2-positive breast cancer. Modi S; Saura C; Henderson C; Lin NU; Mahtani R; Goddard J; Rodenas E; Hudis C; O’Shaughnessy J; Baselga J. 2013. *Breast Cancer Res Treat* 139: 107-113. IF: 4.469

Characterization of cell lines derived from breast cancers and normal mammary tissues for the study of the intrinsic molecular subtypes. Prat A; Karginova I; Parker JS; Fan C; He X; Bixby L; Harrell JC; Roman E; Adamo B; Troester M; Perez CM. 2013. *Breast Cancer Res Treat* 142: 237-255. IF: 4.469

Germline mutations in NF1 and BRCA1 in a family with neurofibromatosis type 1 and early-onset breast cancer. Campos B; Balmaha J; Gardenyes J; Valenzuela I; Abad O; Fabregas P; Volpini V; Díez O. 2013. *Breast Cancer Res Treat* 139: 597-602. IF: 4.469

MicroRNA-30c targets cytoskeleton genes involved in breast cancer cell invasion. Bockhorn J; Yee K; Chang YF; Prat A; Huo D; Nwachukwu C; Dalton R; Huang S; Swanson KE; Perez CM; Olopade OI; Clarke MF; Greene GL; Liu H. 2013. *Breast Cancer Res Treat* 137: 373-382. IF: 4.469

PAM50 proliferation score as a predictor of weekly paclitaxel benefit in breast cancer. Martin M; Prat A; Rodríguez-Lescure AR; Caballero R; Ebbert MT; Munárriz B; Ruiz-Borroto M; Bastien RR; Crespo C; Davis C; Rodriguez DA; López-Vega JM; Furíó V; García AM; Casas M; Ellis MJ; Berry DA; Pitcher BN; Harris L; Ruiz A; Winer E; Hudis C; Slijemen I; Tuck DP; Carrasco E; Peruó CM; Bernard PS. 2013. *Breast Cancer Res Treat* 138: 457-466. IF: 4.469

Microarray and deep sequencing cross-platform analysis of the miRNome and isomiR variation in response to epithelial growth factor. Llorens F; Hummel M; Pantano L; Pastor X; Vivancos A; Castillo E; Matllin H; Ferrer A; Ingham M; Noguera M; Koffler P; Dohn RM; Pluviet R; Bayés M; Mimmelbauer H; Del Rio JA; Martí E; Sumoy L. 2013. *BMC Genomics* 14: 371-0. IF: 4.397

Low prevalence of SLX4 loss-of-function mutations in non-BRCAl/2 breast and/or ovarian cancer families. de Garibay GR; Diaz A; Gaviña B; Romero A; Garre P; Vega A; Blanco A; Tosar A; Díez O; Pérez-Segura P; Díaz-Rubio E; Caldés T; de la Hoya M. 2013. *Eur J Hum Genet* 21: 883-886. IF: 4.319

Analysis of Regional Timelines To Set Up a Global Phase III Clinical Trial in Breast Cancer: The Adjuvant Lapatinib and or Trastuzumab Treatment Optimization Experience. Metzger-Filho O; de Azambuja E; Bradbury I; Saini KS; Bines J; Simon SD; Van Dooren V; Aktan G; Fritchard KL; Wolf AC; Smith I; Jackisch C; Lang I; Untch M; Boyle F; Xu B; Baselga J; Perez EA; Piccart-Gebhart M. 2013. *Oncologist* 18: 134-140. IF: 4.095
Cardiac Tolerability of Pertuzumab Plus Trastuzumab Plus Docetaxel in Patients With HER2-Positive Metastatic Breast Cancer in CLEOPATRA: A Randomized, Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled Phase III Study. Swain SM; Ewer MS; Cortés J; Amadori D; Miles D; Knott A; Clark E; Benyunes MC; Ross G; Baselga J. 2013. Oncologist 18: 257-264. IF: 4.095

Efficacy and Safety of Bevacizumab in Metastatic Colorectal Cancer: Pooled Analysis from Seven Randomized Controlled Trials. Hurwitz Hi; Tebbutt NC; Kabbinavar F; Gianotoni BJ; Quan ZZ; Mitchell L; Waterkamp D; Tabernero J. 2013. Oncologist 18: 1004-1012. IF: 4.095

Molecular characterization of basal-like and non-basal-like triple-negative breast cancer. Prat A; Adamo B; Cheang MC; Anders CK; Carey LA; Perou CM. 2013. Oncologist 18: 123-133. IF: 4.095


From brain to blood: New biomarkers for ischemic stroke progression. García-Berrocoso T; Penalba A; Boada C; Giralt D; Cuadrado C; Colomé N; Davon L; Canals F; Sanchez JC; Rosell A; Montaner J. 2013. J Proteomics 94C: 138-148. IF: 4.088

Guidelines for reporting quantitative mass spectrometry based experiments in proteomics. Martinez-Bartolomé S; Deutsch EW; Binz PA; Jones AR; Eisenacher M; Mayer G; Campos A; Canals F; Bech-Serra JJ; Carrascal M; Gay M; Paradela A; Navajas R; Marcilla Simó R; Huguet P; Romagosa C; Ramón Y Cajal S. 2013. J Proteomics 94C: 23-36. IF: 4.088

Adjuvant treatment of resected nonsmall cell lung cancer: state of the art and new potential developments. Felip E; Martinez-Marti A; Martinez P; Cedres S; Navarro A. 2013. Curr Opin Oncol 25: 115-120. IF: 4.027


Mutation analysis of the BCCIP gene for breast cancer susceptibility in breast/ovarian cancer families. Bonache S; Gutierrez-Enriquez S; Tenès A; Masas M; Balmaha J; Diez O. 2013. Gynecol Oncol 131: 460-463. IF: 3.929

A Subpopulation of Smooth Muscle Cells, Derived from Melanocyte-Competent Precursors, Promotes Patent Ductus Arteriosus. Yajima, Ichiro; Colombo, Sophie; Puag, Isabel; Campuspeval, Delphine; Kumasaka, Mayuko; Belloir, Elodie; Bonaventure, Jacky; Mark, Manuel; Yamamoto, Hiroaki; Taketo, Mark M; Choquet, Philippe; Etchevers, Heather C; Beerman, Friedrich; Delmas, Veronique; Moreau, Laurent; Solar, Lionel. 2013. PLoS One 8: e53183. IF: 3.730

Analysis of PALB2 Gene in BRCA1/BRCA2 Negative Hereditary Breast/Ovarian Cancer Families with Pancreatic Cancer Cases. Blanco A; de la Hoya M; Osorio A; Diez O; Miramar MD; Infante M; Martinez-Bouzas C; Torres A; Lasa A; Lloret G; Brunet J; Graña B; Perez Segura P; Garcia MJ; Gutierrez-Enríquez S; Carracedo A; Tejada M; Velasco EA; Calvo MT; Balmajera J; Benitez J; Caldés T; Vega A. 2013. PLoS One 8: e67538. IF: 3.730

Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization and Immunohistochemistry as Diagnostic Methods for ALK Positive Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer Patients. Martínez P; Hernández-Losa J; Cedrós S; Castellví J; Martínez-Martí A; Tallada N; Murtra-Garrell N; Navarro-Mendivil A; Rodriguez-Freixinos V; Canals M; Ramon Y Cajal S; Felip E. 2013. PLoS One 8: e52261. IF: 3.730

Immunomodulatory Effects in a Phase II Study of Lenalidomide Combined with Cetuximab in Refractory KRAS-Mutant Metastatic Colorectal Cancer Patients. Gandhi AK; Shi Ti; Li M; Jungnelius U; Romano O; Tabernero J; Siena S; Schafer PH; Chopra R. 2013. PLoS One 8: e80437. IF: 3.730

Impact of glucose-lowering agents on the risk of cancer in type 2 diabetic patients. The Barcelona case-control study. Molina T; García-Berrocoso T; Penalba A; Boada C; Giralt D; Cuadrado C; Colomé N; Davon L; Canals F; Sanchez JC; Rosell A; Montaner J. 2013. J Proteomics 94C: 138-148. IF: 4.088


Genomic Analyses across Six Cancer Types Identify Basal-like Breast Cancer as a Unique Molecular Entity. Prat A; Adamo B; Fan C; Peng V; Mical M; Galván P; Vivancos A; Nuciforo P; Palmer HG; Dawood S; Rodón J; Cajal SR; Campo JM; Felip E; Tabernero J; Cortés J. 2013. Sci Rep 3: 3544-0. IF: 2.927

Mutation analysis of the SHFM1 gene in breast/ovarian cancer families. Bonache S; de la Hoya M; Gutierrez-Enriquez S; Tenes A; Masas M; Balmajera J; Diez O. 2013. J Cancer Res Clin Oncol 139: 529-532. IF: 2.914

BRAF V600E and KRAS G12S mutations in peripheral nerve sheath tumours. Serrano C; Simonetti S; Hernández-Losa J; Valverde C; Carrato C; Bagué S; Orellana R; Somoza R; Moliné T; Carles J; Huguet P; Romagosa C; Ramón Y Cajal S. 2013. Histopathology 62: 499-504. IF: 2.857

Strategies for improving outcomes in NSCLC: A look to the future. Stahel R; Peters S; Baas P; Brambilla E; Capozzo F; De Ruyscher D; Eberhardt W.E.F.; Felip E; Fennell D; Marchetti A; Paz-Ares L; Adjei A.A. 2013. Lung Cancer 82: 375-382. IF: 3.392

Adaptive and innovative Radiation Treatment FOR improving Cancer treatment outcome (ARTFORCE): a randomized controlled phase II trial for individualized treatment of head and neck cancer. Heukelom, Jolien; Hamming, Olga; Bartelink, Harry; Hoebers, Frank; Giralt, Jordi; Herlesem, Teresa; Verheij, Marcel; van den Brekel, Michiel; Vogel, Wouter; Slevin, Nick; Deutsch, Eric; Sonke, Jan-Jakob; Lambin, Philippe; Rasch, Coen. 2013. BMC Cancer 13: 84-0. IF: 3.333

Is this efficacy in partially platinum-sensitive patients observed at any relapse? Sehouli J; Del Campo JM; Lorusso D. 2013. Future Oncol 9: 25-27. IF: 3.202


Metabolic syndrome increases the risk of aggressive prostate cancer detection. Morote J; Ropero J; Planas J; Bastaros JM; Delgado G; Placer J; Celma A; de Torres JM; Cars J; Reventós J; Doll A. 2013. BJU Int 111: 1031-1036. IF: 3.046

Role of Immunotherapy in Castration-Resistant Prostate Cancer (CRPC). Suárez, C.; Morales-Barrera, R.; Ramos, V.; Núñez, I.; Valverde, C.; Planas, J.; Morote, J.; Maldonado, X.; Carles, J. 2013. BJU Int. IF: 3.046


Genomic Analyses across Six Cancer Types Identify Basal-like Breast Cancer as a Unique Molecular Entity. Prat A; Adamo B; Fan C; Peng V; Mical M; Galván P; Vivancos A; Nuciforo P; Palmer HG; Dawood S; Rodón J; Cajal SR; Campo JM; Felip E; Tabernero J; Cortés J. 2013. Sci Rep 3: 3544-0. IF: 2.927

Mutation analysis of the SHFM1 gene in breast/ovarian cancer families. Bonache S; de la Hoya M; Gutierrez-Enriquez S; Tenes A; Masas M; Balmajera J; Diez O. 2013. J Cancer Res Clin Oncol 139: 529-532. IF: 2.914

BRAF V600E and KRAS G12S mutations in peripheral nerve sheath tumours. Serrano C; Simonetti S; Hernández-Losa J; Valverde C; Carrato C; Bagué S; Orellana R; Somoza R; Moliné T; Carles J; Huguet P; Romagosa C; Ramón Y Cajal S. 2013. Histopathology 62: 499-504. IF: 2.857
A phase I pharmacokinetic study of PM00104 (Zalypsis(A(R))) administered as a 24-h intravenous infusion every 3 weeks in patients with advanced solid tumors. Capdevila J; Clive S; Casado E; Michie C; Piera A; Sicart E; Carreras MJ; Coronado C; Kahatt C; Soto Matos-Pita A; Fernandez Teruel C; Siguerro M; Cullell-Young M; Tabernero J. 2013. *Cancer Chemother Pharmacol* 71: 1247-1254. IF: 2.795

Exposure-response analysis of pertuzumab in HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer: absence of effect on QTc prolongation and other ECG parameters. Garg A; Li J; Clark E; Knott A; Carrothers TJ; Marier JF; Cortés J; Brewster M; Visich J; Lum B. 2013. *Cancer Chemother Pharmacol* 72: 1133-1141. IF: 2.795

Phase I study of weekly kahalalide F as prolonged infusion in patients with advanced solid tumors. Salazar R; Cortés-Funes H; Casado E; Pardo B; López-Martín A; Cuadra C; Tabernero J; Coronado C; García M; Soto Matos-Pita A; Miguel-Lillo B; Cullell-Young M; Iglesias Dios JL; Paz-Ares L. 2013. *Cancer Chemother Pharmacol* 72: 75-83. IF: 2.439


Circulating tumor cells and response to neoadjuvant paclitaxel and HER2-targeted therapy: A sub-study from the NeoALTTO phase III trial. Azim HA; Rothé F; Aura CM; Bavington M; Maetens R; Azim HA; Rothé F; Aura CM; Bavington M; Maetens R. 2013. *Eur J Cancer* 49: 2877-2886. IF: 2.795

Implication of breast cancer phenotype for patients with metastatic urothelial carcinomas. Torrejón D; Oliveira M; Cortes J; Sanchez-Olle G; Gómez P; Bellet M; Saura C; Peg V; Rovira A; Di Cosimo S; Ignatiadis M. 2013. *Breast* 22: 1060-1065. IF: 1.967

Multidisciplinary approach to breast cancer diagnosed during pregnancy: Maternal and neonatal outcomes. Córdoba O; Luhrb E; Saura C; Rubio I; Ferrer Q; Cortés J; Xercavins J. 2013. *Cancer* 119: 1597-1605. IF: 1.967

Randomized phase II study of sunitinib versus standard of care for patients with previously treated advanced triple-negative breast cancer. Curigliano G; Pivot X; Cortés J; Elia A; Cesarì R; Khosravan R; Collier M; Huang X; Cataruzoloz PE; Kern KA; Goldhirsch A. 2013. *Breast* 22: 515-519. IF: 1.967

Prediction models in Lynch syndrome. Kastrinos F; Balmaña J; Sánchez A; Pulido G; Cortijo A; Guirado M; Torrejón D; Alba E. 2013. *Anti-Cancer Drugs* 24: 1084-1092. IF: 2.232

Bevacizumab in advanced breast cancer: a new model for the assessment of activity in non-first-line treatment regimens. Haba-Rodríguez Jde L; González A; Cortés J; Rodríguez-Lescure A; Sánchez A; Pulido G; Cortijo A; Guirado M; Torrejón D; Alba E. 2013. *Anti-Cancer Drugs* 24: 975-979. IF: 2.232

Trabectedin as single agent in relapsed advanced ovarian cancer: results from a retrospective pooled analysis of three phase II trials. Del Campo JM; Sessa C; Krasner CN; Vermorken JB; Colombo N; Kaye S; Gore M; Zint I; Gómez J; Parekh T; Park YC; McMeekin S. 2013. *Med Oncol* 30: 435-0. IF: 2.147


Do patients with metastatic urothelial carcinoma benefit from docetaxel as second-line chemotherapy? Morales-Barrera R; Suárez C; Valverde C; Nuñez I; Maldonado X; Morote J; Carles J. 2013. *Clin Transl Oncol* 15: Apr 20. IF: 1.276

Expression of Wilms’ tumor gene (WTI) is associated with survival in malignant pleural mesothelioma. Cadrás S; Montero MA; Zamora E; Martínez A; Martínez P; Fariñas L; Navarro A; Torrejón D; Gabaldon A; Ramon Y Cajal S; Felip E. 2013. *Clin Transl Oncol* [Epub ahead of print]. IF: 1.276

GEICO (Spanish Group for Investigation on Ovarian Cancer) treatment guidelines in ovarian cancer 2012. García Martín A; Redondo A; Jurado M; De Juan A; Romero I; Bover I; Del Campo JM; Cervantes A; García Y; López-Guerrero JA; Mendiola C; Palacios J; Rubio MJ; Poveda Velasco A. 2013. *Clin Transl Oncol* 15: 509-525. IF: 1.276

Lung cancer in women: an overview with special focus on Spanish women. Remon J; Molina-Montes E; Majem M; Llanes P; Isla D; Garrido P; Felip E; Víñoles N; de Castro J; Artal A; Sánchez MJ. 2013. *Clin Transl Oncol* [Epub ahead of print]. IF: 1.276

Funding & Consortia

FUNDING

VHIO can and will only deliver on its goal of accelerating the pace in advancing personalized and targeted therapies against cancer thanks to the public funding it receives, as well as through the generous support from private institutions, companies and individuals. Furthermore, and as a direct reflection of VHIO’s research of excellence, VHIO continues to secure essential funding through several International and National Competitive Grants.

Only with such continued support will the clock continue to tick in our favor - against cancer. VHIO would therefore like to express its immense gratitude to its following supporters, funding entities and agencies:

INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORTERS

With the invaluable support from:

- Generalitat de Catalunya
- Fero Fundación de Investigación Oncológica
- Obra Social "la Caixa"
- Fundación BBVA
- Fundació Privada CELLEX

---

more info at www.vhio.net
CONSORTIA

As a reflection of VHIO’s expertise in preclinical, translational and clinical research in oncology, it participated in the following Consortia of excellence in 2013:

**COLTHERES - Colon Therapy Research Consortium**

partners European clinical research centers as well as translational researchers who have received core funding from the European Commission’s 7th Framework Programme of Research and Development to define and perform biomarker driven clinical trials to improve cancer therapy outcomes. Launched in 2011, this 4-year programme uses comprehensively molecularly-annotated colon cancers as a ‘test-bed’ to define specific biomarkers of response or resistance to signalling pathway agents. [http://www.coltheres.eu](http://www.coltheres.eu).

Aimed at improved outcomes for cancer patients and reduced mortality across Europe through prevention, early detection and improved treatments, **EurocanPlatform**, founded in 2011, is funded by the European Commission’s 7th Framework Programme and comprises 28 European leading cancer Institutions and organisations working together in a unique collaboration. The centers share infrastructures and collaborate on projects to help advance cancer research and treatment. [http://eurocanplatform.eu](http://eurocanplatform.eu).

**The EuroPDX Consortium – Translating Knowledge in Oncology**, was launched in 2013 with the common goal of creating a network of clinically relevant models of human cancer, and in particular patient-derived xenograft (PDX) models. Connecting 14 cancer centers across 9 European countries that are developing PDX cancer models, this initiative will promote the sharing and exchange of findings on promising therapeutics as well as lead multi-center preclinical studies. EuroPDX will strive to reduce the duplication of efforts in oncology drug development and ultimately improve the quality of life and overall survival of cancer patients. For forthcoming information please bookmark VHIO’s website: [www.vhio.net](http://www.vhio.net).

**Announced in 2013, The MErCuRIC Consortium**, funded by the European Commission’s 7th Framework Programme of Research and Development, incorporates 13 partners in eight different European countries to lead and pioneer a multicentre phase Ib/II clinical trial. This study will assess a novel therapeutic strategy aimed at combating metastasis, improving survival and developing new approaches to treat patients with colorectal cancer. [http://mercuric.eu](http://mercuric.eu).
Launched in 2011 (VHIO joined in 2013), supported by the IMI Innovative Medicines Initiative – a Joint Undertaking between the European Union and the European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations (EFPIA). OncoTrack, Methods for systematic next generation oncology biomarker development, is an international consortium of over 80 scientists and constitutes one of Europe’s largest collaborative academic-industry efforts aimed at developing and assessing novel approaches for the identification of new markers for colon cancer.

RATHER - Rational Therapy for Breast Cancer, is funded by the European Commission’s 7th Framework Programme of Research and Development. Representing an important step in delivering on precision oncology by developing tailored therapies using a rational approach, this project will focus on two specific difficult-to-treat subtypes of breast cancer. Involving the combined efforts of six research institutions and two biomedical companies this is a five-year project that commenced in January 2011. http://www.ratherproject.com.

Incorporating a network of 27 research entities spanning 10 countries, SPECTAcolor - Screening Platform for Efficient Clinical Trials Access in Colorectal cancer, is an initiative within the framework of the research program of the EORTC, supported by Alliance Boots. Launched this year, 2013, this is the first prospective fully annotated tumor samples Biobank and Biomarker analysis platform for genetic profiling of patients suffering from advanced colorectal cancer. http://spectacolor.eortc.org.

WIN - Worldwide Innovative Networking in personalized cancer medicine, initiated by the Institut Gustave Roussy (France) and The University of Texas, MD Anderson Cancer Center (USA) is a non profit, non-governmental organization incorporating 22 cancer centers and industry partners from five continents to address the challenge of increasing the efficacy of cancer diagnostics and therapeutics. Promoted within the scope of this Consortium, WINThER (WINTherapeutics) is a unique academic and international clinical trial (launched in 2012), aimed at better predicting drug sensitivity and optimizing individualized therapeutic decisions with improved clinical outcome for patients. http://www.winconsortium.org.

Other collaboration:

2013 marked the launch of the CIBOT Consorcio de Investigación Biomédica y Oncología Translacional (Consortium for Biomedical and Translational Research in Oncology), a new scientific program in collaboration with Novartis. This initiative will define and develop research aimed at: determining the etiopathogenic mechanisms of cancer as well as developing novel or more efficient diagnostic and therapeutic tools; investigating the therapeutic potential of new antineoplastic agents; and applying cutting-edge technologies and latest data to advance cancer research. Specific areas of interest include the effects of HER-2 amplification pattern and prior Herceptin/TDM-1 therapy on HER-2 expression, the therapeutic inhibition of the oncogenic Wnt/beta-catenin pathway, and targeting wild type c-KIT combination with PI3K pathway inhibition in basal-like PDXs. www.novartis.com.

The OCTC - Oncology Clinical and Translational Consortium, a collaborative scientific research network comprised of six renowned comprehensive cancer centers, was launched by GSK at the end of 2013. While GSK will gain OCTC’s expertise in preclinical, translational and clinical development of novel anticancer therapeutics, the participating centers will have access to studies with GSK’s early stage oncology pipeline and opportunities to accelerate and advance the next generation of novel oncology therapeutics. www.gsk.com.
Patrons:

With the invaluable support from:

Generalitat de Catalunya

fero

Obra Social "la Caixa"

Fundación BBVA

Fundació Privada CELLEX